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ABSTRACT

Medical sociologists have noted variation in responses to illness
and disease depending upon soc io-cultural setting in vhlch they are
observed.

They have concluded that values and attitudes play a

significant role in determining responses to illness and disease.

The

purpose of this dissertation is to provide information for a better
understanding of health practices of people in American society.
This secondary analysis used data gathered in the state of
Montana, U.S.A., and the province of Manitoba, Canada.

The survey method

vas employed in order to elicit information for the four samples used in
the study.
Responses from a total of 803 families were analyzed in the study.
Since the questionnaires Included items reporting preventive health
behavior of those interviewed, secondary analysis was possible.
On several dimensions of preventive health behavior (teeth
brushing, eye examinations, smallpox vaccination, polio vaccinations, and
value of physical checkups) a sunmated score vas assigned for each family
in the sample.

The ANOVA test statistic vas employed in an effort to

relate preventive health behavior to selected number of social factors
characteristic of the population:

Income, education, occupation, family

life cycle, health Information, attitude toward education, attitude
toward doctors, poverlessness, and parochialism.
The results of the study suggest that the family units location
in the social structure of American society is an Important source of

xiii

xiv

information concerning the preventive health behavior of a family,
finding has significance for those charged vith the planning and
implementation of health programs in American society.

This

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND THE REVIEW OP LITERATURE
I.

THE PROBLEM

The need for early detection of illness Is quite clear.

To

combat further progression of a disease particularly where high salience
diseases such as cancer and heart disease are involved, early detection
is essential.

In the case of a health problem with low salience, such

as dental caries, unless the progression of a carious lesion is stopped
through treatment by a dentist, removal might be necessary.

The U.S.

National Health Survey of i960 revealed that 22 million people, or 13
percent of the population, were edentulous. 1

To exemplify the need for

early detection, in Los Angeles County, a single mass detection program
in 1950 , in which 1 ,867,201 chest miniature films vere taken for persons
over 13 years of age, found a total of 3,500 suspected lung neoplasms.

A

five-year follov-up of this group indicated that 2UU vere confirmed
bronchogenic cancers, 102 benign tumors, and kj extrapulmonary thoracic
neoplasms.

Of the total 2UU bronchogenic cancers, only 10 percent

p
survived five years.

The need for early diagnosis and treatment becomes

obvious in cancer cases where delay may lead to premature death.
1"Health Statistics, i960 ", U.S. National Health Survey. Series B-22,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, i960 .
2L.W. Gulss, "A 5-Year Follow-Up of Roentgenographlcally Detected Lung
Cancer Suspects", Cancer, Vol. 13 (i960), pp. 80-8U.

1

2

Fortunately, in some types of cancer, such as skin cancer, early
detection followed by appropriate treatment will result in complete cure.

3

The use of preventire health practices in infectious and cosmnmicable
diseases has long been widely known and practiced, and recently, there
has been even more emphasis placed on such practices by physicians.
Perhaps the most widely used protective measure in preventing the
spread of infectious and cosmunicable diseases is immunization.
Prevention of this type is usually achieved by a prophylactic injection
of a toxoid or a vaccine.

The initial credit for this procedure is given

to Karl Jenner, who in 1798 established that cowpox conferred protection
against smallpox, thereby giving the concept of vaccination to the world.
Today, immunization procedures are considered important in the control of
smallpox, diphtheria, measles, pertussis, tetanus and poliomyelitis.

An

excellent example of the benefits of immunization procedures is in the
case of poliomyelitis.

In the United States, the annual number of cases

reported averaged close to 39,000 from 1950-195**, before polio
vaccination programs becaaie general.

Only 6l cases vere reported in 1965.**

The close relationship between preventive health behavior and
social factors is suggested by several definitions of relevant terms.
The World Health Organization^ indicates the Intimate relationship between
medicine and human behavior in its definition of health as "...a state of
total mental and social well being and not merely the absence of disease

^Grant Murray, Handbook of Preventive Medicine and Public Health,
Philadelphia: Lea and Feblger, 19^7.
W

,

p. 1*2 .

World Health Organization, Official Records, Ho. 2 (June), 191*8.

3

and infirmity".

Talcott Parsons^ provides a more specific frama of

refaranca in hia dafinltion of health.

Ha dafinaa "health" aa tha atata

of optimum capacity of an individual for tha affactire performance of tha
rolaa and taska for vhich ha haa baan aocializad.

Tha intaraat in tha

relationahip betvaan sociology and madlcina la not particularly nev.
L.J. Henderson^ in 1935, advocated the uaa of a social systems approach
O
to study human behavior and madlcina. Henry E. Segeriat, another pioneer
in medical aociology, believed that medicine had received a great deal of
information from sociology.

Looking to the future, he said that "healing

no longer will be the main task of the physician".

Segeriat further

stated, "Medicine must by necessity become preventive medicine".

Hia

emphasis on health behavior is evidenced in his listing of the priorities
of tasks for medicine:

"...maintenance and promotion of health,

prevention of disease, healing vhen prevention haa broken dovn, and
finally social rehabilitation or re-lntegratlon of the former patient into
society".
This research project is designed to illuminate the factors
influencing the Individual to practice preventive health behavior.

Kasl

^Talcott Parsons, "Definitions of Health and Illness in the Light of
American Values and Social Structure", in E. Garthley Jaco (ed.), Patients.
Physicians and Illness, 2nd ed., Nev York: The free Press, 1972, p. 117.
Tl.J. Henderson, "Physicians and Patients as a Social System", Nev
England Journal of Medicine, 1935, 819-823.
®Milton J. Roemer (ed.), Henry E. Segerlst on Sociology of Medicine. Nev
York: M.D. Publications, Inc., I960.

It

and Cobb^ made a distinction batvaan haalth baharlor, lllnaas beharlor,
and sick rola beharlor.

In both "lllnaas baharlor" and "sick role

baharlor", emphasis is on tha actlritles undertaken by tha lndlrldual in
order to get well.

While one approach defines prerentlre health beharlor

as actlritles undertaken to prevent or detect Illness in the asymptomatic
stage, Kasl and Cobb's definition of prerentlre "health beharlor"
includes both prerentlre and diagnostic health practices on the part of
the lndlrldual.

In this research, prerentlre health beharlor is viewed

as being directed at both deterring possible illness and upon dlscorerlng
illness in its earliest stages.
The objectires of this research are as follows:

to determine what

variables are related to the practice of preventive health and to determine
the impact of selective social variables such as; income, education,
occupation, family life cycle, health information, attitude toward
education, attitude toward doctors, powerlessness, and parochialism, as
they relate to preventive health behavior.

With the clarification of

these relationships, it is hoped that this study will add substantially
to the knowledge of how a family's location In the social structure Is
related to preventive health beharlor.
II.

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

The purpose of this study is to explore the predisposing factors
associated with preventive health beharlor and explain why these
associations exist.

This review of literature Is devoted to studies

related to the practice of preventive health.
9s. Kasl and S. Cobb, "Health Beharlor, Illness Beharlor, and Sick Role
Beharlor", Archives of Environmental Haalth. Vol. 12 (Feb., 1966), 2U5-266 .

5

The Roghman and Haggerty1^ study found that socio-economic class
lnflusncsd the utilization of health services hy children.

Lover class

families sought medical care primarily in response to illness episodes,
while the upper class visits vere more preventive in nature.

IVlklas11

assessed the influence of the removad of the financial barrier on the use
of preventive dental care.

He discovered that social class measured by

occupation vas related to annual use rates of dentists; that is, blue
collar workers vere much less likely to manifest preventive dental
behavior than the white collar group.

Holan1^ described the differences

in utilization of services for children among families in different social
classes in a pre-paid medical care program.
greater use of preventive services.

The upper social classes made

Whites also had a smaller ratio of

acute to preventive visits than did Blacks and Orientals.
Tyroler, et al1^, reported a relationship between life style and
preventive health behavior in terms of acceptance of polio vaccine and in
levels of carious tooth salvage.

In the first case, there vere

significantly more lover class fasiilies vith no family members lamnized
against polio.

In the second case, the level of tooth preservation

increased progressively when comparing vhlte lover class and white upper
10K.J. Roghman and R.J. Haggerty, "The Utilization of Child Health
Services: Distributions, Patterns, and Barriers", unpublished manuscript
(Rochester, Nev Tork: University of Rochester).
11M.K. Niklas, "Social Class and the Use of Dental Care Under Prepayment",
Medical Care (Sept.-Oct.), 381-393.
12R.L. Nolan, et al, "Social Class Differences in Utilisation of Pediatric
Services in a Prepaid Direct Service Medical Care Program", American Journal
of Public Health, Vol. 57 (Jan., 1967), 3^-371 ^H. Tyroler, et al, "Patterns of Preventive Health Behavior in
Populations", Part I, II, Journal of Human Behavior. Vol. 6 (Fall), 128ll*0 .

6

class groups.

Rosenblatt and Suchman1** also found that the lower classes

practiced nuch less preventive medicine than those In the upper levels.
Haefner, et al1^, assessed preventive behavior in dental disease and found
that, using toothbrushlng and prophylactic dental visits, people of the
upper socio-economic status took far more preventive action than those of
lover socio-economic status.
Sills and Gill1** studied the characteristics of participants in
the Salk poliomyelitis vaccine trials.

Vaccination vas clearly related

to socio-economic status, with a higher percentage of those vaccinated
coming from upper status categories.

The authors also noted the

vaccination rate among those vho said their friends vere vaccinated vas
much higher than those vho said their friends vere not vaccinated.

Their

conclusion indicated that the friendship factor vas even more important
than socio-economic status in determining vaccination behavior.

Hockbaum^?

discussed a similar finding in his study of medical screening programs.
He noted that those persons vho had voluntary chest x-rays knev of other
persons, friends, neighbors, co-workers, vho also had x-rays. Borsky and
aA
Sagenxo assessed the characteristics and attitudes of those willing to have

lJ*D. Rosenblatt and E. Suchman, "The Underutilization of Medical Care
Services by the Blue-Collarltes". In Shostok, A. and V. Gomberg (eds.),
Blue Collar World, Englewood Cliffs, Rev Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 196b),
pp. 32b-333.
15d .P. Haefner, et al. "Preventive Actions in Dental Disease, Tuberculosis,
and Cancer", Public Health Reports, Vol. 82 (May), 1*51-1*60.
l6 D.L. Sills and R.E. Gill, "Young Adults Use of the Salk Vaccine", Social
Problems, Vol. 6 (Winter), 2b6-253.
^G.M. Hockbaum, "Public Participation in Medical Screening Programs",
U.S. Public Health Service, No. 572 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1958).
^P.N. Borsky and O.K. Sagen, "Motivations Toward Health Examinations",
American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 1*9 (April, 1959), 5lb-527.

7

health examination*.

They found a desire to behare In a socially approved

manner, whether or not one approved of health examinations.

Cooperators

indicated that the approval of health examinations by their spouse, friends,
doctors, and other prestige groups would influence their decision to
participate.

Moody and Gray^ examined social class and mother's belief

about whether her friends expected to have her child immunized for polio.
The authors noted that lower class mothers had their children iasiunized
less frequently than those of the middle or upper classes.

They also

pointed out that lower class mothers less frequently reported that their
friends expected them to utilize Immunization services to protect their
children against polio.
Deasy20 interviewed a random sample of mothers of second-grade
children in five public schools in a northern Virginia county concerning
participation in a polioayelitic vaccine trial.

She found that mothers

of the lowest status group were less likely to allow their children to
participate in the Salk vaccine.

The mothers also demonstrated a lower

level of awareness of the disease Itself.

Podell21 assessed the

utilization of preventive health services by welfare families, noting that
womer with more education and greater outside interests vere more likely
^■^P.M. Moody and R.M. Gray, "Social Class, Social Integration, and the Use
of Preventive Health Services", in E.G. Jaco (ed.), Patients. Physicians
and Illness, 2nd edition (Nev York: The Free Press, a Division of the
Macmillan Co., 1972), pp. 250-262.
20L. Deasy, "Socioeconomic Status and Participation in the Poliomyelitis
Vaccine Trial", American Sociological Review. Vol. 21 (April, 1936),
105-191.
21L. Fodell, Studies in the Use of Health Services by Families on Welfare:
Utilization o T Preventive Health Services (Supplementary Report) (New York:
The Center for the Study of Urban Problems, Bernard M. Bavech College, The
City University of New York, 1969).

8

to us* preventive care.

Mothers vho considered preventive care for

preschool children important vere likely to he high utilizers of preventive
services themselves.

Clausen^ studied parental attitudes tovard

participation of their children in polio vaccine trials.

This study

appraised background factors of mothers that influenced the participation
of their children in polio vaccine trials.

Clausen also found that

education largely accounted for the differences betveen mothers vho gave
consent for their child's participation and those vho did not.
Aday*^ studied the relationship of relative price of medical
services for families, family size, and the mother's attitudes to vhether
children under 15 sav a physician or had a physical exam vithln the past
12 months.

The study revealed that children in poor families vhlch did

not pay medical expenses used as many physician services as children in
high income families.

Findings related to the other correlates revealed

that for children under five, the larger the number of siblings, the less
often the child had a physical exam.

For children five to nine, the

higher the mother's skepticism, the less often the child had an exam.
For children age 10 -lU, the higher the mother's skepticism, the less
often the child sav a physician vithin the year or had an exam.

Also, if

the mother had an exam, the child more often had an exam.
22J.A. Clausen, et al, "Parental Attitudes Tovard Participation of Their
Children in Polio Vaccine Trials", American Journal of Public Health
(Dec., 195U), Vol. UU, 1526-1536.

23l .A. Adey, "Dimensions of Families Social Status and Their Relationships
to Children's Utilization of Health Services", unpublished manuscript
(Johns Hopkins University: Department of Medical Care and Hospitals, 1971).
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Rosenstock, et a l . proposed a socio-psychological model to
explain health behavior.

They found that polio vaccine acceptance vas

related to a person's perceived susceptibility to the disease, his
conception of the safeness of the vaccine, and the perceived seriousness
of the disease.
M o r r i s 25

reviewed the impact of various maternal social and socio-

psychological characteristics on preventive health practices for their
children.

Utilizing the number of Ijmninlzlng inoculations received

during the infant's first nine months of life as an index of preventive
health practice, Morris found the greater the alienation, sense of
poverlessness, and social isolation of the mother the fever vere the
number of inoculations received by the child.

Further, he discovered that

the greater the parents' education and father's occupation stratum, the
greater the number of inoculations.

Finally, Morris' data also shoved

that as the number of children for whom the mother vas responsible
increased, the number of inoculations decreased.

Yeracares'

26

study also

indicated that education vas related to preventive health practices.

Using

polio vaccination status of the respondents' children, whether or not the
respondents favored chest x-ray exams, he noted that the number of years
of schooling attained by the parent vas directly related to whether
2l*I.M. Rosenstock, et al. "Why People Fail to Seek Folloaqrelltis
Vaccination", Public Health Reports. Vol. 7k (Feb., 1959), 98-103.
25n. Morris, et al, "Deterrents to Well-Child Supervision", American
Journal of Public Health, Vol. 56 (Aug., 1966), 1232-12bl.
C.
Yeracares, "Social Factors Associated With the Acceptance of Medical
Innovation: A Pilot Study", Journal of Health and Human Behavior. Vol. 3
(Fall, 1962), 193-198.
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permission vas giren.

Receipt of polio vaccination was also related to

acceptance of the tuberculosis test and whether or not chest x-rays had
been obtained.

F in k 2?

described factors contributing to reluctance to

participate in a cancer screening program.

His finding revealed that

screening participants tended to be younger, better educated, and to
include more Jews and fever Catholics than non-participants.
oft
The Bertrand and Hitt
study of rural families in Louisiana
revealed that positive attitudes on the part of parents toward dental
care had a positive effect on their provision of dental care to their
children.

The Lindstrom2^ study in rural Illinois indicated that rural

families generally received inadequate dental care.

The concept of "last

resort" rather than preventive care was very prevalent in this group.
ELlenbogen, et al^°, studied the diffusion of two preventive health
practices in six rural New York state counties using preventive medical
and dental exams as utilization indices.

The definition of a preventive

medical exam vas a checkup not in connection with a somatic or emotional
condition, for employment insurance, or for educational purposes.

The

preventive dental exam vas for a checkup not in connection with an oral
condition, excluding people with dentures.

The author suggests that if

the two practices vere actually part of the process of diffusion, the
27r. Fink, et al, "The Reluctant Participant in Breast Cancer Screening
Programs", Public Health Reports. Vol. 83 (June, 1968), l»79->»90.
pQ
A.L. Bertrand and H.L. Hitt, Parental Attitudes and Dental Care for
Children in Selected Rural Areas of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
Louisiana State University Press, 19^8).
2^D.E. Lindstrom, "Ability to Pay for Medical Care", Rural Sociology. 13
(19 U8 ), 180-182 .
^°B.L. ELlenbogen, et al, "The Diffusion of Two Preventive Health
Practices", Inquiry (June, 19^8), Vol. 5, 62-71.
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relationship between use and age would decrease over time.

The pattern

of diffusion, with education controlled, reveals that a decrease In
differences in acceptance among the age groups exists only with regard to
having a preventive dental exam for those persons with high education.
Martin, et al31, studied immunization against poliomyelitis and diphtheriapertussistelarus in a Kentucky county.

Families unlikely to have their

babies immunized were characterized by poverty, rural residence, mother
with ninth grade education or less, and with three or more children.
In a study of dental care, Kegeles32’33 examined the predictive
utility of selected soclo-psychological factors on preventive dentist
visits.

Using a number of variables, Including perceived susceptibility,

perceived seriousness of the dental problem, fear of pain, and anxiety
about dental treatment, education and socio-economic status, he noted that
one of the better predictors of dental visits was perceived susceptibility
to dental disease.

In a study of beliefs about cancer detection and
?|i
taking the Papanicolaou tests, Kegeles, et al , discovered that more

31d .A. Martin, et al, "An Evaluation of Immunization Status of White
Children in a Kentucky County", Public Health Reports, Bo. 7, Vol. 81*
(July, 1969), 605-610.
325.5. Kegeles, "Why People Seek Dental Care: A Review of Present
Knowledge", American Journal of Public Health. Vol. 51 (Sept., 196l),
1306-1311.
335.5. Kegeles, "Why People Seek Dental Care: A Test of Conceptual
Formulation", Journal of Health and Human Behavior, Vol. U (Fall, 1963),
166-173.
3**S.S. Kegeles, et al. "Survey of Beliefs About Cancer Detection and
Taking Papanicolaou Tests", Public Health Reports. Vol. 80 (Sept., 1965),
815-82U.
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married than single, widowed, or divorced vcaen were likely to report
obtaining the cervical cytology test.

However, Kegeles noted that single

women believed in early detection aore than those vho vere married.
Schonfleld, et a l ^ , assessed attitudes of parents permitting their
children to participate in a tuberculosis screening test.

The early

participators also had favorable attitudes toward other public preventive
health measures such as fluoridation.

Leventhal, et al^ , studied the

anticipated threat of Asian influenza in the United States in 1957 end the
effects of threat of epidemic Impact on community action.

He noted that

perceived susceptibility to influenza had an impact on family action
toward irmiunization.
Muller37

studied the relationship between income and utilization

of health services.

He noted that high Income families used more

preventive services than any other income level.

Kreisberg and Trelman3®»39t

in two studies, underscores the striking relationship between financial

35h . Schonfleld, et al, "Medical Attitudes and Practices of Parents
Toward a Mass Tuberculin Testing Program", American Journal of Public
Health. Vol. 53 (May, 1963), 772-781.
^Howard Leventhal, et al, "Epidemic Impact on the General Population in
Two Cities", in The Impact of Asian Influenze on Community Life. U.S. Public
Health Service Publication, N. 766 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, I960).
37C. Muller, "Income and the Receipt of Medical Care", American Journal of
Public Health, Vol. 55 (April, 1965 ), 510-521.
3®L. Kreisberg and B.R. Treiman, "Preventive Utilisation of Dentists'
Services Among Teenagers", Journal of American College of Dentistry. Vol.
29 (March, 1962), 28-1*5.
3^L. Kreisberg and B.R. Treiman, "Socio-Economic Status and the Utilization
of Dentists' Services", Journal of the American College of Dentistry (8ept.,

I960), lVr-165.
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resources In shoving higher dental utilisation by high income groups.
Richardson*1® explored the relationship of poverty to health status and
utilization services.

He noted higher income groups make greater use of

preventive dental services.

Bice and Eichhorn**1 appraised the changing

relationship of soclo-econoeri.c status to utilization of physician
services.

The authors noted that only for preventive service utilization,

especially for children, is the positive relationship betveen income and
use of physician services still said to be apparent.

Andersen and

ho
Anderson £ studying physical exsms in terms of last exam and reason for it
noted that the higher the income, the greater the likelihood of having an
JiO
exam. Breslov and Hochstem , in a California study of cancer detection,
noted that the lover the education, occupation, and Income level of a
woman, the less likely she is to have reported a cervical cytology test.
Lastly, Freeman and Lambertassessed the impact of the preventive dental
behavior of urban mothers and related socio-economic and attltudlnal

Richardson, "Poverty, Illness, and Use of Health Services in the
United States", Hospitals. Vol. l»3 (July, 1969 ), 3^-Uo.
^T.W. Bice and R.L. Elchhorn, "Socio-Economic Status and Use of Physicians'
Services: A Reconsideration", Medical Care, Vol. 12 (May-June, 1972),
261-271.
J, p

h ^R. Andersen and O.W. Anderson, A Decade of Health Services (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19^7).

^^L. Breslov and J.R. Hochstem, "Socio-Cultural Aspects of Cervical
Cytology in Alameda County, California", Public Health Reports (Feb., 196U),
107-112.
****H.E. Freeman and C. Lambert, Jr., "Preventive Dental Behavior of Urban
Mothers", Journal of Health and Human Behavior. 6 (Fall, 19*>5), 1^1-1*»7.
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variables on children's preventive dental care.

There vas a strong

positive relationship betveen the mother's ovn dental behavior and care of
the child's teeth.

Mothers vhose behavior for themselves Is preventive-

oriented vere nine times more likely to use private dentists for
preventive checkups for their children than mothers vho received no
treatment in the past two years.

There vas also significant positive

relationship betveen family income and the extent to which mothers engaged
In preventive dental behavior.
Whether a family practices preventive health is related to a
number of variables.

From the review of literature, social factors play

a significant role in determining vhether preventive health is practiced
vlthin the family context.

CHAPTER II
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AID HXPOTHEBEB

I.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the latter part of tha nlaataanth century, Belle Durkheln, in
The Rulee of 8ocloloaical Method, laid the groundwork for future
sociological study.

Durkheln reasoned that society does not exist vlthin

the Individual actors thsnselves but vlthin the patterns of social
r

Interaction betveen actors vlthin society.

Durkheln further stated that

society has no Individual point of reference but nay exist over tine,
provided there are actors to carry out expected patterns of behavior.
Durkheln thought It reductlonlstic to viev social phenonenon frou the
Individual level rather than at the group level.

He stated:

It vi11 be said that sines the only elsnents
naklng up society are Individuals, the first origins
of sociological phenonanon cannot but be psychological.
In reasoning thus. It can be established Just as
easily that organic phancswna nay be explained by
Inorganic phenoneaa. It Is very certain that there
are in the living cell only noleeules of crude natter.
But these noleeules ere in contact vlth one another,
and this association Is the cause of the nev
phenomena vhich characterise life, the very gens
of which cannot possibly be found in any of the
separate elsnents.1
While locating social phencnena at the group level, rather than
the individual level, Durkheln, in a generic sense, vas locating the study
of hunan action at the structural level.

This research vill explicate sobs

critical social structural features as an attempt to provide a neanlngful
1Bsile IXirkhein, The Rulee of Sociological Method (lev York: The Free
Press, 1933), p. 102.
15
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analytical tool for the study of a particular kind of human behavior by
families.

In a similar sense, ve will approach social phenomena

systematically, that is, as Durkheim would call it, ''organically".
The systems perspective has the advantage of giving insights into
the structural features of social entity.

The systesis perspective allows

one the opportunity to examine social structure in terms of a unit-subunlt
type of relationship.

This approach has been used effectively in other

disciplines, for example, with the study of the solar system in astronomy.
The basic premise of system analysis is that vlthin the parameters of
study there exist subunits which bear a stronger relationship among
themselves than they do to other data in the universe.

In the study of

social systems, the parameters of study include groupings, within which
are found social interaction.

These social interaction elements in a

group are assumed to bear a stronger relationship to those individuals
>

vlthin a group than those outside the group.
Talcott Parsons, like Durkheim, saw the special importance of
values to society.

Particularly in his The Social System. Parsons, like

Durkheim, stresses social values as the underpinning of society.

This
p

value emphasis is evident in Parsons' theory of society.

Bertrand

notes

Parsons' emphasis on values in declaring that Parsons features the
assumption that if men subscribe strongly enough to the same values they
will assume a common goal and identity.
Parsons concludes that human existence is enveloped in an action
frame of reference:

"There are no group properties that are not reducible

to properties of systems of action and there is no analytical theory of
2
Alvin Bertrand, Social Organization: A General Systems and Role Theory
Prospective (Philadelphia: P.A. Davis Co., 1972), p. 15.
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groups which is not translatable into terms of the theory of action".^
According to Parsons these systems of action* from higher to lower*
Include cultural* social, personality* and organistlc systems.

Systems

are distinctive in terms of the function each performs vlthin human
existence.

These functions Include a focus on "pattern maintenance"

(maintaining human values)* "integration" (maintaining order in society),
and "adaptation" (adapting human to the natural environment).

Personality

systems emphasize the function of goal attainment (achieving goals in
society).

Each of these types of systems has distinct properties of its

own and hence cannot be explained in terms of "lover" levels of
existence; yet, at the same time, they all thoroughly Interpenetrate each
other.^
Within this conceptual model, any social entity can be viewed as
a component in a system.

Further* vlthin a given social entity under

study* it is possible to locate subsystems.

Although Parsons believes

that these systems vithln systems are Interdependent and Interpenetrating*
each system individually may be subjected to sociological analysis.
Within the Parsonslan conceptual model, system functions are used
as the analytical tool for dividing social entities into their component
parts.

For example* a given social system includes the function of

pattern maintenance, which consists of the values from the controlling
system that are relevant to the social system and that define its goads
^Talcott Parsons, The Structure of Social Action (Rev York: The Free
Press, 19U9), p. 7»»7.
Slarvin E. Olsen, The Process of Social Interaction (Rev York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston* 1968), p. 253.
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and norns; the integrative function, composed of norms; goals attainment,
made up of concrete collectivitlee; and adaptire function, composed of
social roles.

Any real social system Is a combination of all four

structural components.^
Parsons as noted earlier, places great emphasis on ralues.
states:

He

"The Integration of cultural patterns, as veil as their specific

content, involves factors which at any given time sure Independent of the
other elements for the action system and yet must be articulated vith
them"
However, Parsons feels that values can be understood through the
integrative functions of social system.

Social systems would best provide

for the understanding of the elements of action.

"We contend, therefore,

that the problems focusing about the integrative functions of the social
system constitute the central core of concerns of sociological theory."
The Social System provides a more specific point of reference for
understanding the principle analytical tools used by Parsons to study
human action.

He defines a social system as "a mode of organization of

action elements relative to the persistence or ordered processes of chance
Q
of the interactive patterns of a plurality of individual actors”.
Therefore, social systems are composed of ordered interactions between
actors.

The most elemental unit of the social system is the act.

5Ibid.. p. 25 U.
^Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Hew York: The Free Press, 1951), p. 33.
^"k n Outline of the Social System", in Parsons, et al (eds.), Theories/of
Society (New York: The Free Press, 1961 ), pp. hO-HT.
Q
Talcott Parsons, The Social System (New York: The Free Press, 1951),
p. 16.
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Since a social system includes processes of
Interaction and relations betveen the actors, it has
structure . . . it is participation of an actor in
a patterned interactive relationship vhlch is for
many purposes the significant unit of the social
system.^
This participation has two principal dimensions:
processual.

positional and

The positional dimension locates actors in social systems

relative to other actors.

This is called his status.

The processual

dimension is vhat the actor does in these positions as seen in the context
of its functional significance for the social system.
role.

This is called his

Also, Parsons states that the actor himself as a unit of the social

system comprises a composite bundle of status and roles.
Further, Parsons argues that unit of the social system which
dissects the individual actors into subsystesm of action is identified as
the collectivity.

Here the particular sectors of actlon-systems of

relevant actors are abstracted from their other status-roles and treated
together.10
Parsons considers the status-role unit as significant in the study
of social systems since "it derives from the fact that it is the unit which
is a unit for the action system of the individual and for that of the
collectivity".11
are defined.
9Ibld.. p. 25.
10Tbid., p. 2 6 .
11Ibid.

Thus the basic structural units of the social system
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Parsons considers the study of society as a social systesi
critically significant:12
Because an empirical organization of the system
is a fundamental focus, the norm, as it were, must he
the conception of an empirically self-sufficient social
system. If we add the consideration of duration
sufficiently long to transcend the life span of the
normal human lndlrldual, recruitment hy biological
reproduction and socialization of the ongoing
generation become essential aspects of such a social
system. A social system of this type, which meets
all the essential functional prerequisites of long
term persistence from its ovn resources will be
called a society. It is not essential to the concept
of society that it should not be in any way
empirically interdependent with other societies,
but only that it should contain all the structural
and functional fundamentals of a independently
subsisting system.
Parsons' definition of society provides insight into the location
of the framework for stability of human action.

According to Parsons,

it is inherent in an action system that action is, to use one phrase,
"normatively oriented".1-^ The stabilizing factors of the norm are much
stronger in Parsons' definition of a norm, as he explains, "A norm is a
verbal description of a concrete course of action . . . as desirable,
combined with an injunction to make certain future actions conform to
this course".1**
To the question, "How does an individual become 'normatively
oriented'T"

Parsons answers, "Pamily socialization” through "need

dispositions" becomes "internalized in the personality system".^
12Ibld.. p. 19.

lUIbid.. p. 75.
19Ibld., Chapter VI.
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Parsons utilizes the social systems model in the study of
American values and relates it to health and illness.

He points to the

relationship of socio-cultural variables to disease, "This is not, however,
to say that the incidence and probably the degree of severity of many
soeMtlc diseases are not functions of social and cultural conditions,
through many different channels".1^
Parsons further suggests, "The valuation of health, of course,
also implies that it is an obligation to try to prevent threatened illness
where this is possible".17

It is the objective of this research to show

that the actors' preventive health behavior is related to conformance to
the reference groups value patterns of society.
Persons sees in American society "a relatively well-integrated
system of institutionalized common values at the society l e v e l " . H e
notes a pattern emphasizing (a) "activism," (b) "worldliness," and (c)
"instrumentalism”. He makes clear that "societal value systems" concern
the orientation of members to a conception of what is desirable for the
society Itself.
(a)

Parsons defines "activism" as societal orientation to

mastery over the environment in the name of society's ideals and goods.
He further states that historically American orientation is one of
maintaining the pattern of mastery, not of "adjustment" to the inevitable.
^■^Talcott Parsons, "Definitions of Heodth and Illness in the Light of
American Values and Social Structure", in E. Garthley Jaco (ed.),
Patients, Physicians and Illness, 2nd ed. (New York: The Free Press, 1972),
p. 110.
17Ibld., p. 117.
l3Ibld., p. 119.

In no field has this been more conspicuous than that of health, where
illness has presented a challenge to be net by mobilizing the resources of
research, science, etc., to the full.1^
(b)

Speaking of "vorldliness", Parsons states, "the field of

primarily valued activity is in practical secular pursuits, not in
contemplation or devotion, or aesthetic gratifications".

The ideal in a

secular society is where "liberty, Justice, welfare, and equality of
opportunity prevails".20
(c)

Parsons views "instrumentalism" as a condition where no

definite goal state can ever be attained.

It refers to "an indefinite

perspective of possible improvement or progress" which fulfills by
degrees the ideal by moving in the right direction.

2i

Since the American system lacks a definite goal state, according
to Parsons, achievement is emphasized on the level of goals of units.
Because of this state, there is what Parsons calls "liberal pluralism"
where different units in a society are at liberty to pursue correspondingly
different goals that seem worthwhile.

The pursuit of these goals also

provides indicators of worth to society.
Since Parsons declares such collective units as the business firm
as the epitome of achievement orientation in the American system, the
business firm can be seen as making a positive contribution to the
progress of society.

Further, business is dependent on the individuals

23

who perform roles and teaks vlthin it, and a success orientation provides
a normative stimulus for individuals to achieve vlthin a business
organization.

For the individual, the primary focus of evaluation is

universalistically Judged as achievement.22
However, Parsons argues that achievement orientation is dependent
upon the vay that rewards are allocated in the system.

The American

system is marked by a high level of structural differentiation with a
tendency toward fluidity of resources.

He suggests that the American

system, in addition to containing a plurality of goals and the normative
stimulus to achieve vlthin the system, also provides differential access
to pursue goals.

Parsons says, ". , .even more crucial than Justice of

reward distribution is the opportunity for value achievement".

Here,

Parsons sees health as being vital since it "conditions capacity to
exploit opportunity in this narrower sense".23
To recapitulate, Parsons argues that even though our society is
complex and highly differentiated it contains institutionalized common
value patterns at the societal level.

As indicated earlier, Parsons

locates these common value patterns in American society in "activism,"
"worldliness," and "instrumentalism". Ifcese value patterns Incorporate
an orientation which emphasizes achievement.

Underlying achievement is

the development of capacities to effectively perform tasks in the social
system.

These capacities "are developed through education or socialization

and are protected and restored through health services".

As discussed

earlier, Parsons defines health as the "optimum capacity of a individual

22Ibld.
23Ibld., p. 120.

2k

for the effective performance of roles and tasks for which ha has baan
socialized".2** It follows that orlantatlon toward ccanon ralua patterns
is tha antacadant variable, health Is the interrening variable and
achievement is tha dependant rariable.
Health, than, is critically important because of our high
valuation of achievement.

It will be assumed in this study that those

actors (actors may and will be used as collective subsystem units
including the family) who attempt to maintain a healthy state (preventive
health behavior) are conforming to the American value system.

It will be

further assumed that because of social, cultural, and geographic
similarities, both the United States and Canada conform to the American
value system.
According to Parsons, actors are more oriented toward certain
roles than toward others because their orientations are determined by the
comson value patterns located at the system level.

In an exploratory

study, one attempts to identify the major social variables (indicators of
common value patterns) and the way they Influence a given normative
orientation (preventive health behavior).
Income and occupation with their attendant secular ramifications
will be used to test the Parsonsian theory of value pattern orientation.
Education, attitude toward education, and health information especially
provides an indication of the "instrumentalism" found in the American
value orientation.
Parsons2^ studied age as it relates to personal appearance.

He

noted that normative orientations for appearance differ between the young
2 l*Ibld., p. 117

2^Talcott Parsons, "Age and Sex in the Social Structure in the United
States", American Sociological Review. 7 (Oct., 19^2), 60 U-61 6 .
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and old.

Greater concern in regard to appearance was found among the

young and lesa aaong the old.

A family life cycle was constructed to test

the Influence of collective units, such as the family on societal value
orientation.
One of the major role Incumbents in health care systems is the
doctor.

This study seeks to determine the

attitude

toward doctors

possessed by the actors in a society whose value orientation is favorable
to a condition of health.
Since powerlessneBB is contrary to the value pattern of "activism"
as parochialism is to "worldliness" both Indicators should be negatively
related to preventive health behavior.
The above Justification for the use of value pattern Indicators
as significant for the Incidence of preventive health behavior is not
intended to be exhaustive.

However, it is hoped that this study will

establish a connection between some value pattern indicators and
preventive health behavior.
In summary, in pluralistic, highly differentiated systems such as
those found in the United States and Canada, there will be subsystems of
action.

These subsystem of action will have Internally institutionalized

common value patterns and normative orientation, Just as overall systems
do.

Action and behavior can be predicted on the basis of conformity to

either the system or subsystem since they have common value patterns.
action or behavior of major concern in this study is preventive health
behavior.

The
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II.

THE HYPOTHESES

nC

Koo«cu reports a very striking correlation between the poor and
the rich in attitudes toward health, illness, and medical care in a small
town in upper Hew York State.

Kbos found that among Class I family heads,

with a modal income over $1»000, 82 percent reported haring a family doctor.
Among Class II family heads, with an average income of $237*», 73 percent
had a family doctor.
family doctor.

But only 32 percent of Class III family heads had a

In addition, Kbos reported that Class I had the greatest

symptom sensitivity vhlle Class III had the most chronic illness.

Thus,

it could be accepted that if the financial differences were removed,
preventive health behavior would increase.

The following hypothesis is

presented.

There is a position relationship between income
of head of household and preventive health behavior.
■t-

,

..................... ...... ....................

Education creates awareness in the educated person and makes
available resources for problem solving.

This awareness increases as an

individual progresses in the educational process.
to health practices, Clausen, et al
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Specifically related

noted that education of the mother

2^E.L. Kbos, The Health of Regionville:t What People Thought and/Did About
It (H.Y.: Columbia University Press, 195*0.
^J.A. Clausen, et al, "Parental Attitudes Toward Participation of Their
Children in Polio Vaccine Trials", American Journal of Public Health
(Dec., 195*0, Vol. UU, 1526-1536.
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largely accounted for differences betveen children participating In the
polio vaccine trials or not.

The following hypothesis is suggested.

families headed by individuals with higher
educational levels are more likely to practice
preventive health than those headed by individuals
with lover educational levels.

Rosenblatt and Suchman

28

found that blue collar workers often

neglected corrective eye examinations, even for those vho vear glasses
regardless of clinic facilities.

20
Van Steenvyk 7 noted that very often

persons in non-professional and unskilled occupations use medical services
less than professional and skilled workers.

These findings and others

suggest the following hypothesis.

There is a positive relationship between the
occupation of heads of families and preventive health
behavior.

The older family is often headed by one whose values stem from
an earlier time.

This may mean that the family is not prepared to take

advantage of new innovations in health practices.

Older families are also

not as likely to be concerned with recent medical innovations for the
pQ

D.
Rosenblatt and E. Suchman, "The Underutilization of Medical Care
Services by the Blue-Collarltes", in A. Shostak and W. Oomberg (eds.),
Blue Collar World (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 196U),
pp. 32U 333 .
E.A. Van Steenwyk, "The Administration of Hospital and Medical
Insurance", Health Insurance in America, Addresses, National Conference
on Social Security, 19^5.
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sake of growing children.

Stephens^® found, for example, that older

families are less likely to initiate medical care than younger families.
The following hypothesis is suggested.

families headed hy older persons, living with
spouse, and haring children are less likely to practice
prerentire health than those in any other place in
the family life cycle.

Preventire health behavior may be a direct result of amount of
knovledge about medical problems.

Elchhorn and Anderson^1 found that the

more information an individual possesses about medical care and about
specific problems vhich face him, the more likely he will see a course of
action which will lead to a solution of that problem.

This finding

suggests the following hypothesis.

Families with a greater amount of health
information are more likely to practice preventive
health than those who do not possess such information.

Medical science has been an increasingly prominent aspect of our
society because illness has presented a challenge to be met by mobilising
the resources of research.

A favorable outlook toward education is

fostered by education creating awareness and making available resources
for problem solving.

This statement suggest the following hypothesis.

3°J.J. Stephens, Initiation of Professional Medical Care: Socio-Economic
8tatua and Related Social and Psychological Variables Influencing Visits
to the Doctor Following Symptoms of D-lness. unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Purdue University, 196&.
3!r .L. Elchhorn and R.M. Anderson, "Changes in Personal Adjustment to
Perceived and Medically Established Heart Disease— A Panel Study",
Journal of Health and
Behavior. 19^2, 3, 2U2-2U8.
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Families that have a favorable attitude toward
education will practice preventive health aore readily
than those that do not hare a favorable attitude
toward education.

Rosenblatt and Suchman^2 found that although white-collar workers
were willing to use medical facilities more often than blue-collar
workers, the white-collar workers had a more negative attitude toward
"physician Interest in patient welfare" than blue-collar workers.
Parsons^

refers to societal orientation to mastery over the environment,

this being especially true in the area of health.

Then if we limit

autonomy of the individual, we deter orientation to mastery over the
environment.

The medical doctor when examining a patient, limits

autonomy over the most personal of all human possessions— the human body.
Frequency of Interaction with medical doctors may lead to; less favorable
attitude toward doctors and higher levels of health behavior, Including
preventive health behavior in order to limit loss of physical control.
This finding suggests the following hypothesis.

Families with an unfavorable attitude toward
doctors tend to practice preventive health more
readily than those with favorable attitudes.

3?D. Rosenblatt and E. Suchman, "The Underutilisation of Medical Care
Services by the Blue-Collarites", in A. Shostak and W. Gomberg (eds.),
Blue Collar World (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 196b),
pp. 3 2 U -3 3 3 .
33ralcott Parsons, "Definitions of Health and Illness In the Light of
American Values and Social Structure", in E. Garthley Jaco (ed.), Patients,
Physicians and Illness, 2nd ed. (New York: The Free Press, 1972).
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Seeman3^ defines poverlessness es "The expectancy or probability
held by the individual that his own behavior cannot determine
occurrence of outcomes, or reinforcements, he seeks".

the

Stephens^ reported

that the initiation of medical care Increased vith a decrease in
poverlessness.

The feeling that the family is powerless to influence the

medical well-being of family members may influence the family in
practicing preventive health.

These conclusions suggest the following

hypothesis.

Families that feel poverless tend to practice
preventive health less readily than those that feel
more able to bring about change through their own
efforts.

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, parochialism is
defined as "confinement of ones interest to a narrow sphere, with
indifference to the world outside; local narrowness of view. . ,"3^
Hoffer37 reports that preventive health practices (such as vaccination,
■^ Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation" in Lazarsfeld, Pasonells
and Rosenberg, Continuities in the Language of Social Research (Hew York:
The Free Press, A Division of the Macmillan Co., 1972.
35j.j. Stephens, Initiation of Professional Medical Care: Socio-Economic
Status and Related Social and Psychological Variables Influencing Visits
to the Doctor Following Symptoms of Illness, unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Purdue University, 1963.
^^The Oxford English Dictionary 1961, Oxford University Press, Amen Rouse,
London, Vol. VII, N-Poy, p. 1*88.
3^C.R. Hoffer, "Health and Health Services for Michigan Farm Families",
Michigan State College Agricultural Experiment Station Quarterly.
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pasteurisation of milk, chlorination of water, and fluoridation of water
supplies) hare been opposed by those with parochial views.

Stephens^®

found that lover status families who were parochial in outlook would be
less likely to initiate medical care than those lower class status
families who were not parochial in outlook.

These citations suggest that

parochialism can be an Important inhibitor of preventive health practices,
suggesting the following hypothesis.

Families that maintain a parochial view toward
change tend to practice preventive health less
readily than those with a more cosmopolitan view.

(See Figure 2.1)

Stephens, Initiation of Professional Medical Care; Socio-Economic
Status and Related Social and Psychological Variables Influencing Visits
to the Doctor Following Symptoms of Illness, unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Purdue University, 19^8.
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CHAPTER III

THE METHODOLOGY
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between
selective social variables and preventive health behavior.

Numerous data

gathering techniques might be employed to test the suggested hypotheses.
For example, case studies in cooperation with medical practitioners could
provide excellent data on preventive health.

The advantage of this

method is that it provides in-depth information on individual health
behavior.

The disadvantages are a small sample and the tremendous

difficulty in getting cooperation from medical practitioners.

Observation

of several kinds is also possible, but these methods are very difficult
and expensive per unit of information.
The survey method vas selected since it allows for eliciting
information from large segments of population.

Although this method has

the disadvantage of taking a "slice in time," the advantages of lover
costs and breadth of population coverage far outweigh its disadvantages
for this type of research.
This study is a composite of four samples, one in the United
States in the state of Montana and three in Canada in the province of
Manitoba.*

This section is divided into three parts:

(l) a description

•Secondary analysis is "the study of specific probleaui through the analysis
of existing data which were originally collected for other purposes." See
Seymour Lipset and Reinhard Bendix, Social Mobility in Industrial Society.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959, p. x. Since the data
utilised in this research design were taken from four research projects
related to the initiation of medical care practices of the respondents,
this study falls under the rubric of secondary analysis.
There is significant precedent for the use of secondary data in
sociologies! research. The most notable example is Bnile Durkheim1s study
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of each sample, including a description of the population, the sanpling
procedure, and tha flald procedure, (2) a discussion of tha rarlablaa oaad
In testing tha hypothesis, and (3) tha statlatieal approach.

of 1897 basad on census data which ha found in tha gowsranant rapoaitorlaa
of tha countriaa of luropa. 8aa Hhile Durkheln, Suicide. lav fork: Free
Press, 1931. Alao, Rana Vlllama, using French cansua data, studlad tha
ralatlonship betveen social class and disaasa. Ha concludad that thosa
sactions of Paris with poor living conditions vara narked by a highar
lncidanca of disaasa than tha othar sactions of tha city. 8aa Rana
Vlllama, "Da la nortallta dans lass divars quarters da la villa da Paris,"
Annales d 1hygiene nuhlloue. Ill, 1630, pp. 29^-3^1. It is intarasting to
nota that both of tfceee early studies lad tha way for tha usa of
statistical analysis in sociology, and both vara in tha araa of nadical
aoclology. 8inca Durkheln and Vlllama, nunaroua social rasaarch projects
hava nada usa of csnsus data. With tha passaga of tine, hovavar, tha
tandancy has bssn toward tha usa of spaclaliaad data repositories, tha
■oat notabls in tha araa of nadical sociology being tha Rational Cancer
Institute (MEDLAR) which collects nodical data fron all over the world.
Tha four saaplas usad in this rasaarch project vara
cad upon tha sanples
usad for tha study of nadical eara practices nada through financial grants
awarded in tha United States and Canada to Dr. Jack J. Stephens, nadical
sociologist, who is eurrsntly chairperson of the Departnent of Social
Science at Rotre Done College, Canada. The crltician of inconparability
of sanples and tha attendant uncertainty as to tha validity of secondary
analysis because of collection process techniques is weakened by tha fact
that tha four sanplee were collected under tha sane directorship, Dr.
Stephens, using essentially the sane questionnaire and for tha sane
purpose. Purthemora, secondary analysis can be view as increasing
oanparabillty and validity because it allows tha researcher to extract
thosa itaws fron tha sanples which are relevant to his research design
and to exclude thosa not gernana to tha topic under study. Bee Barney 0.
Oluaer, "Secondary Analysis: A Strategy for tha Usa of Knowledge fron
Rasaarch Elsewhere," Social Problsns. Burner, 1962, pp. 70-7V.
Because of tha highly sensitive nature of personal health practices, it
is difficult to obtain large nunbers of respondents. As a result,
important social differences in health praeticea nay be undetected because
of tha poasible linitatlons of statistical analysis. However, in
secondary analysis "coaparable survsys nay be eoublned into one supersurvey thus enlarging tha else of various calls and making tha lnatrunant
sensitive enough to examine tiny groups and complex patterns and
processes." 8aa Herbert H. Oman, Secondary Analysis of 8am nls Surveys:
Principles. Procedures, and Potentialities. Raw York: John Wllsar and
Sons, Inc., 1972, p. 22.
Tha combining of a number of sanples in this rasaarch design provided
a nora estlnable statistical approach than would be otherwise available
as a naans of discovering Important personal health InfOmatlon.
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THE MOHTAHA POPULATION
MonW;a Is a state located In the northern Rocky Mountain region
of the United States.

The state Is divided Into tvo principal physiographic

regions, the Plains and the Rocky Mountains.

The eastern portion of the

state, the Plains area, is dominated economically by agriculture, such as
cattle ranching and wheat raising and irrigated cropland in the river
valley areas.

In the vestera portion, the Rocky Mountain area, agriculture

is less significant, with the forest industry and mining operations playing
a greater role economically.
cities.1

Population is sparse except for a few larger

To ensure representiveness, three counties were selected for

this sample.

Important variables used to select counties vere the type

and importance of agriculture in the area and the size of the center of
population in the county.
Ravalli County is rural in nature, located in the westernmost
part of Montana.

Its economic base includes irrigated farmland, some

dryland wheat farming, a substantial forest products operation, and a
steady government payroll at the Rocky Mountain Laboratory and in the
Forest Service.

Its county seat is Hamilton, with a population of about

2,500.
Fergus County is centrally located in the state.

The major

Industries in Fergus County are wheat ranching and cattle raising.
Lewistown, its largest town, has a population of about 8,000.

•k:.F. Kraenzel, The Great Plains in Transition, Norman, Okla.: The
University of Oklahoma Press, 1955.
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Cascade County is situated In north central Montana.

It Is

considered a plains county.

Great Falls, the largest city in Montana, is

located in Cascade County.

Great Falls, with a population of about 65,000,

is the center of a cattle grazing and wheat district as well as the hoae
of a large Air Force base.
the county.

The city makes up most of the population of

Montana made up one sample site of this study (see Figure 3.1).

The Montana Sampling Procedure.
A sample stratified by Income levels was surveyed. About one-half
of the families came from low Income groups.

The other half of the sample

was drawn from lists of families in middle and upper income groups.

About

an equal number of respondents were interviewed from each of the three
counties.
The sampling list of low Income families came from welfare rolls,
the "Headstart" program, the Neighborhood Youth Corps project, the Job
Corps application lists, the employment office, and school counselors.
For the average and above-average income families, the telephone book was
selected as the best source.

A community directory was available in only

two of the counties and was more likely to contain names of low Income
families than the telephone lists.

Also, the new telephone book became

available Just before the study commenced, decreasing the rate of error in
the actual availability of families selected for the sample.
"crossovers" were found using this method of selection.

Very few

When such cases

occurred, they were placed in the appropriate subsample.
Field Procedure.
The interviews were conducted on a face-to-face basis.
respondent was the head of family or spouse.

The primary

The respondents were asked

FIGURE 3.1
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questions from the interview schedule by the interviewer.

The latter part

of the Interview schedule contained items regarding land ownership, Income,
occupation, and education.

These questions were included at the end of

the interview schedule because the pretest Indicated they represented the
most sensitive questions asked the respondent.
ranged from

Uo

The Interview usually

to 60 minutes.

With the completion of the sampling lists, each respondent was
assigned a number.
the sample.

A list of random numbers was then employed to select

Approximately 600 families, 200 from each county, were

Included in the sample.

Another 300 families were drawn from each county,

150 families from each economic group to be interviewed in expectation of
loss figures for surveys.

Not-at-home on second calls, refusals, and

those who moved were replaced from the selected pool of families of the
appropriate economic category.

The limitation of two calls was made on

the basis of cost-tlme considerations.

In 38 percent of the lover Income

group and 17 percent of the upper income group replacement was necessary.
The data were gathered between March and September, 1966.

The sample

utilized in this study included 362 families.

THE MANITOBA POPULATION
Manitoba is a province situated in the geographic center of Canada.
There are three principle physiographic regions in Manitoba:

the Hudson

Bay Lowland, the Canadian Shield, and the Manitoba Lowland.
The Hudson Bay Lowland in the northeast portion of the province,
is an almost treeless flatland where relatively few people live.

The

Canadian Shield is a rocky region running from east to west through the

3°

northcentr&l portion of the province.

The Manitoba Lowland occupies the

central and southern portion of Manitoba.
commerce, and agriculture are located here.
of'the population of the province.

Most of Manitoba's Industry,
This area also contains most

One sample in this study was drawn

from each of the three regions; the Churchill sasqple was drawn from the
Hudson Bay Lowland region, the Flin Flon and The Pas was drawn from the
Canadian Shield region, and the Winnipeg and Altona sample was drawn from
the Manitoba Lowland region

(see Figure 3.2).

The Manitoba Sampling Procedures.
Winnipeg and Altona
Winnipeg, with a population of about 500,000, is the largest city
in the prairie province of Manitoba.

Besides serving as the capital city

of Manitoba, it serves as an Important marketing, transportation, and
manufacturing center of Canada.
to the West."

Winnipeg is considered Canada's "Gateway

Over half of the population of the province lives in

Winnipeg.
Altona, Manitoba, is a small Mennonlte conmnxnity having a
population of about 3,500 people.
Winnipeg.

It is located about 80 miles south of

Altona is principally dependent upon the agriculture Industry.

Since the sample was part of a project sponsored by the University of
Manitoba to study several aspects of health and medical care practices in
Manitoba, the inclusion of Altona Insured adequate representation of
Mennonites in the sample.

FIGURE 3.2
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The Sampling Procedure.
For the Winnipeg and Altona samples a systematic sampling method
O
was used. Pauline Young pointed out that this sampling method is
satisfactory from a mathematical as well as a practical point of riev.

It

is a simple but relatively reliable technique, provided that a somewhat
complete listing of the population to be sampled is available, and there
is no trend or periodicity in the arrangements of items.
The Winnipeg sample was drawn from Henderson's 1969 edition of its
city directory.

The voters' list was used in Altona.

According to

researchers in this area, the city directory and voters' list provided the
most adequate source for the sample.

The city directory lists individuals

alphabetically, not according to any attribute that might give bias to the
sample.

Although the voters' lists provide listings of voters only, these

are also listed in alphabetical order.

Field Procedure.
As in the case of the Montana sample, interviews were conducted on
a "face-to-face" basis, with the respondent asked to fill out a short
questionnaire on items regarding income, occupation, education, and land
ownership.

As in Montana, the primary respondent was the head of the

family or spouse.
Potential respondents were selected in Winnipeg by drawing every
hundredth name in the city directory.

Altona respondents were selected

by drawing every thirtieth name from the Altona voters' list.

The data

2P.V. Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research, Uth edition,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966.
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were gathered during February, 1969.

After the loss of a number of cases

as a result of refusals, eliminations, and coding errors, the final sample
from Winnipeg and Altona consisted of 158.
Churchill
Churchill is located in the northeastern part of Manitoba on
Hudson Bay.

Churchill area residents live in six distinct but closely

connected towns.

Fort Churchill is the largest of these six towns, with

a residential population of about 2,000.

Originally built as an Army camp

during World War II, in 196b the operations of Fort Churchill were switched
from the Canadian Armed Forces to the Department of Public Works, and it
has since served primarily as a research and conmunlcatlon center for the
North.

At the time of the research it appeared that Fort Churchill would

either be de-actlvated or cut back drastically in its operations.
Four miles from Fort Churchill lies the town of Churchill,
population 1,200.

Its major function is that of a seaport on Hudson Bay

and as a terminus of the Canadian National Railway.

Although the harbor

operates only about two months in the summer, the Canadian Rational Railway
operates all year-round.

There are a number of commercial enterprises in

town including two department stores, two hotels, and a number of smaller
businesses.

Many residents of Churchill work at the government agencies

located at Fort Churchill.
Just southeast of Churchill on the bank of the Churchill River,
lies "River Flats."

About 32 squatter families live in this area.

These

people depend on Churchill for services, although only one of the families
has even electrical service.
backgrounds.

These families are all of native or metis

1»3

D«ne Village, the hone for 1»0 Chippewa Indian families, Is located
about fire miles southeast of Churchill.

Since there were no members of

this group with sufficient education and English language usage to handle
interviewing and since no Chippewa-speaking persons were available, It was
Impossible to survey this group.
Akudaluk, a mile north of Dene Village, is the administrative
center for the Keewatin District of the Northeast Territories.

About Uo

families live in Akudaluk, most of these being white families in the employ
of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.

The balance

of Akudaluk's population is made up of several Eskimo families.

The Sampling Procedure.
Of the four towns, the survey dealt with three.
community survey was employed.

In these three, a

At Fort Churchill, since its future was in

doubt at the time of the interviews, a 50 percent quota sample was taken
of all families in occupational positions that would be staying even if the
Fort closed down.

In the other two towns a complete conmunlty survey of

all families was attempted.

Field Procedures.
The collection of this data on health utilization was made possible
through a grant from the Center for Settlement Studies of the University of
Manitoba and the Manitoba Department of Municipal Affairs.

Preliminary

trips were made by Dr. Stephens to the Churchill area during December,
1969 , to contact local officials to seek advice on certain technical

problems.

A major problem was the lack of a recent list of area residents,

Uk

and the fact that the housing units did not follow a continuous pattern.
It was finally decided to use maps and to break down the towns into a
number of smaller units, assigning a team of interviewers to each unit.
The interviews were conducted on a face-to-face basis.

As in the

Montana sample, the primary respondent was the head of family or spouse.
However, at the end of the intervlev, there vere a number of open-ended,
focused interview questions.

Because of the number of questions that dealt

with housing, added by the Provincial Department of Municipal Affairs
Planning Branch, each respondent, being assured confidentiality, was asked
to give his or her name and address.

In a few instances in Akudaluk and

in every case in River Flats, an interpreter was required.
The collection of data took place in January, 1970.

The towns were

divided into smaller areas, each area being assigned to a group of
interviewers.

A list of all not-at-home and refusals was kept.

A limitation

of two evening and one afternoon callback was made because of time-cost
considerations.

There was a total of 9 refusals, as well as 103 homes not

occupied when the interviewers called.

Checks with the Planning Branch of

the Department of Municipal Affairs revealed that about two-thirds of these
places were vacant hemes, the rest being occupied.

Through the loss of a

few cases or a result of not-at-home, refusals, and coding problems the
final number of this sample was reduced to 125 .
Flin Flon and The Pas
Flin Flon and The Pas, the two communities in this sample, are
located on the western border of the province of Manitoba.

Both towns lie

several hundred miles north of Winnipeg and are themselves UB miles apart.
Both are isolated by several hundred miles of "bush" from the more
populated southern hand of Canada.
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Flin Flon is a company town, since the economy of the community
is almost completely dependent on the operation carried out by the Hudson
Bay Mining and Smelting Company.

This dependence is illustrated by the

1966 census which showed Flin Flon with a population of 9,67**, of which
2,700 were employed by the smelter and other company operations.

The Pas, located about fifty miles south of Flin Flon, has a
population of about 6,000 people.

The community is considered an Important

distribution point for the northerly areas in Central Canada and the Hudson
Bay Region.
Flon.

The economy of The Pas is more diversified than that of Flin

The former city is the main supply depot for the large Nelson River

Hydro-Development Project.

The community is also the headquarters of The

Pas Indian Reserve, and the Provincial and National governments are the
major employers in the community.

The Sampling Procedure.
An area probability sample of households was obtained in each
community.

After obtaining maps of both communities from the Department

of Municipal Affairs, the sample was prepared.

In both Flin Flon and The

Pas, each block of houses was numbered, with the blocks to be sampled
selected by use of a random number table.

Within each block, the first

household to be interviewed was selected randomly, starting from the
northeast corner of the block.
then interviewed.

Every fifth household around the block was

The final selection of blocks appeared to cover all

parts of the community, leaving no major area unsampled.

Field Procedure.
Preliminary trips were made to the communities by the principal
investigators in order to contact local officials.

These trips vere

US

designed to gain advice and cooperation In certain technical natters.
Notices vere printed In the local newspapers explaining the purpose of
the research.
The data collection vas to extend over a tvo-veek period.
data collection technique vas a "one-shot survey" design.
vere face-to-face, lasting about 60 minutes.
callbacks vere kept at a minimum.

The Pas numbered 158 families.

The interviews

Due to financial limitation,

The respondent had to be an adult

member of the family currently residing in the household.
gathered in March and April, 1970.

The

The data vere

The final sample for Flin Flon and

The total number included vithln this

study is 803 (Table 3.1).
TABLE 3.1

TABLE FOP SAMPLE SIZE BY LOCATION

Location

Sample Size

Montana

362

Winnipeg and Altona

158

Churchill

125

Flin Flon and The Pas

158

TOTAL

803

MEASUREMENT OF VARIABLES
All the samples vere collected under the directorship of Dr. Jack
J. Stephens.

In all four samples, Montana, Winnipeg and Altona, Churchill

Aren., and Flin Flon and The Pas, essentially the same interviev instrument
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vas used.

In all the samples the head of the family or spouse vas the

primary respondent.

In each interview the respondent vas asked to answer

questions concerning health practices and preventive health.

THE VARIABLES
The Dependent Variable
The dependent variable in this study is preventive health behavior.
This variable vas operationalized by employing five dimensions (conceptual
variables):

teeth brushing, eye examination, smallpox vaccinations, polio

vaccinations and the value attributed to physical checkups.
The family respondent vas asked the average number of times that
the father, mother and children brush their teeth.

The range of responses

was from 3 times a day to never (see Appendix B, Questionnaires).
Each questionnaire elicited from the family respondent whether or
not the father, the mother and the children had had an eye examination.
In addition, the family head vas asked whether or not the father, mother
and children had been vaccinated for smallpox and/or polio (see Appendix
B, Questionnaires).

Finally, in order to determine the value attributed

to physical checkups, the head of the household vas asked, "Do you feel
that physical checkups are usually a vaste of time and money?" (see
Appendix B, Questionnaires).
An index for the five dimensions of the dependent variables vas
obtained by the use of summated scoring.

With this method the response

on each item vas given a numerical score indicating its favorableness or
unfavorableness.

With one exception, responses to the items vere

arranged so that the lover the score, the more favorable the response.*

*The one exception vas the value of physical checkups question in vhich
the higher the score, the more favorable vas the response.

The advantage of the summated scoring method Is that the range of
responses to a given item provides more precise Information about the
individual's opinion on the issue referred to by the given time.^
The Independent Variables
The Independent variables in this study are the following:

income

education, occupation, family life cycle, an index of health Information,
attitude toward education, attitude toward doctors, powerlessness and
parochialism (see Figure 2.1).

Family income was determined by categories

the total range of vhJch was over $10,000 to below $3,500 (see Appendix B,
Questionnaires).

Education of the family head contained categories which

ranged from Graduate work to trade school, etc. (see Appendix B,
Questionnaires).
A modified version of the occupation scale devised by W.L. Warner
vas utilized.^
vere added:

In order to make the scale more inclusive, two categories

retired and no occupation (see Appendix B, Table B.l.) Since

age* and composition of the family may have some Impact on the behavior of
its members, a family life cycle vas devised (see Appendix B, Table B.2).
In order to establish an index for health Information three
questions vere used.

One question elicited the number of correct symptoms

of heart disease the respondent could list.

Another question tested

whether the respondent read a magazine article about disease.

The third

^Claire Selltiz and Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch and Stuart C. Cook,
Research Methods in Social Relations. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1959.
**W. Lloyd Warner, Social Class in America, New York: Harper and Row,
1960 , pp. lUo-lUl.
•Age was trlchotomized into the following brackets: Young (below 1*0
years), Middle (1*0 years-65 years), and Old (over 65 years).

question checked the y&lldlty of a positWe answer by the respondent to
reading an article about disease.

A cumulative score vas then tabulated

on the selected items on health information (see Appendix B, Table B.3).
The summated scoring method was used on the following attltudln&l
variables:

attitude toward education, attitude toward doctors,

powerlessness, and parochialism.

Every question used in the measure of

these attitudes provided for three possible responses, "agree," "disagree,
and "don't know."

These responses vere then assigned a numerical velght,

agree (+1), disagree (-1) and don't know (0).

This method made possible

the ranking of families in terms of favorableness and unfavorableness on
an attitude (see Appendix B, Tables B.U-B.7).
THE STATISTICAL APPROACH
According to Popper, 'what ultimately decides the fate of a theory
is the result of a test."^

The following section will be devoted to the

explication of the statistical test that will be used to support the
theoretical framework of this study.
In this research, the variables are measured at the interval level
'This suggests that the data can be measured with elegance.

Because of its

ability to take full advantage of Interval level data, the analysis of
variance (AIJOVA) test of significance is being used in this research.

The

analysis of variance statistical test has the advantage of allowing one
to partition a total sum of squares into its components associated with
5Karl R. Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery. New York: Science
Editions, 1961.
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recognized sources of variation.^

In essence, then, the ANOVA statistical

test is a technique that separates the variation that is present into
independent components.
A method suggested by W. Harvey is being employed in the
computation of the ANOVA statistical test.

This method is "a direct least-

squares (LS) procedure . . . used in many cases . . . to summarize
computational procedures that may be used to obtain unbiased estimates of
variance and covariance components when different kinds of mixed models
*T
are appropriate and subclass frequencies are unequal.'
In this study a
nine-factor analysis of variance is being performed on each dimension of
the dependent variable— preventive health behavior.

Then, the means vill

be adjusted for unequal subclass frequencies of the categorized effects:
Income, education, occupation, and family life cycle, for each dimension
of the dependent variable.

Tables of means adjusted by the categorized

effects for the dependent variable vill be presented vhen a significant
relationship exists.
For the sunmed effects (a health information index, attitude
toward education, attitude toward doctors, powerlessness, and parochialism),
the Harvey method provides a technique for tabulating partial regression
coefficients associated with these independent variables for various
^R.G.D. Steel and J.H. Torrie, Principles and Procedures of Statistics,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., I960.
^Walter R. Harvey, "Estimation of Variance and Co-Variance Component in
The Mixed Model", Biometrics, 26(3) (1970), p. U8 5 .
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dimensions of preventive health.

A table of partial regression

coefficients will be presented for the various dimensions of preventive
health on the Independent variables.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
There are several limitations of the study which should be
recognized.

First, questionnaires are Information gatherers for a

given research design.

As this research project Is a secondary

analysis (therefore, taken from a universe of data collected for another
research purpose), the questionnaires are valid only Insofar as they
are applicable to such secondary analysis.
Second, since this Is an exploratory study, there Is a tendency
to explore horizontally rather than vertically resulting In lack of
depth.

This Is done In order to achieve maximum use of the data.

How

ever, It may lead to some of the data not being explored to the extent
that It merits, which makes It necessary that the conclusions and
generalizations should be taken with caution.
Third, data analysis Is constrained by the time and other
resources available to the researcher and by the objectives of the
research.

In this study, the statistical test utilized was decided

upon in consultation with persons versed In the advantages and disadvan
tages of various statistical tests for causal inference.

A decision

was made to use the ANOVA statistical test because of the nature of
the study objectives.

The fact that this test is a one way classifica

tion limits the analysis within the restrictions of this statistical
model.

If another model of ANOVA, providing for any given Independent

effect on one or more variables on control variables had been used, the
findings of this study possibly may have been different, however, it is
felt that these differences would have been more in degree than direction.

CHAFTBt IV

THB A1ALTSIS OF THE DATA

This chapter presents the findings of the extent to which family
practices of preventive health are related to a masher of selectlTe
social rariables:

iacoam, education, occupation, family life cycle,

health information, attitude toward education, attitude toward doctors,
powerlessness, and parochialism.
As previously stated, five Indicators of preventIts health
behavior by family members are selected from the data:
dental habits, i.e., tooth brushing; (2)
(3)

polio vaccination; (A)

physical checkups.

(l)

personal

frequency of eye examinations;

smallpox vaccination; and (5)

the value of

An analysis of these empirical referents will ba made

in order to establish the presence or absence of their relationship to
selective social variables.

The appropriate statistical test to be used

to establish these relationships will be AVOVA since this test provides
a technique that separates the variation that is present into independent
components.

HTP0TM B I3 I
Tbs first hypothesis predicted that there is a positive
relationship between income of the head of household and preventive
health behavior.
In viewing Table A.l, we see a significant relationship between
family income and brushing teeth (father) (p <.05).

An examination of

the least-squares means adjusted by income of the head of the household
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for teeth brushing (father) (Table b.l) reveals that fathers In the over
$10,000 family Income bracket are more likely to brush their teeth than
the fathers In any other Income bracket whereas, the fathers in the below
$3*500 family Income bracket are less likely to brush their teeth than
those fathers In any other Income bracket.

This finding supports the

hypothesis.

TABLE lt.1 LEAST-SQUARES MEAI8 ADJUSTED BY IHCOKE OF BEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD FOR BRUSHES TEETH (FATHER)

Income

Brushing Tseth (Father)

Over $10,000

1.76

Between $7,000 end $10,000

1.79

Between $6,000 and $7,000

1.89

Between $5*000 and $6,000

2.10

Between $3,500 and $5,000

2.03

Below $3,500

3.02

Table A.2 describes the relationship between brushing teeth
(mother) and family Income.

From a scanning of the table It Is apparent

that no significant relationship exists.
However, a perusal of Table A.3 shows that a highly significant
relationship between brushing teeth (children) and family Income exists
(p<.01).

The means adjusted by family income for brushing teeth

(children) lndicatee that famlllee with lncomea between $6*000 and $7,000
prorlde a higher number of positive responses to children's teeth brushing
than children in any other family income group and families with incomes
between $3,500 and $5,000 provide a lower number of favorable responses
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for children's tooth brushing than children In any other family incone
category (Table h.2).

An exaalnation of Table A.k shove that no

significant relationship betveen eye exaalnation (father) and faally
lncoae exists.

This lack of relationship holds also for eye examination

(children) (Table A.6).

However, a close riev of Table A.5 Indicates

that a highly significant effect by faally lncoae on eye exaal nations
(mother) exists (p<.01).

A scanning of Table fc.3, the adjusted means by

faally lncoae for eye examination (aether) shove that feallles vlth
incoaes belov $3,500 are aore likely to have aethers vho have had
exaalnations than aethers In any other faally Income group vhlle, the
feallles vlth Incoaes betveen $6,000 and $7,000 are less likely to have
aothers vho have had eye examinations than aethers In any other faally
lncoae group.

Although the data In Table k.3 dp not support the first

hypothesis, further exaalnation of the table shows that the greater
likelihood of aothers to have their eyes examined is found at both ends
of the distribution of faally Incoaes.

This distribution asy be a

product of confounding by situational factors such as the use of eye
examinations In coanerce, industry and by aany government social agencies.
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TABLE b.2

LSAST-SqUAREB NEARS ADJUSTED BT IKCGNE OP HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD FOR BRUSHING TEETH (CHXUDRER)

lncoae

Brushlnx Teeth (Children)

Orer $10,000

1.56

Between $7,000 and $10,000

1.89

Between $6,000 and $7,000

1.52

Between $5,000 and $6,000

2.18

Between $3,500 and $5,000

2.27

Below $3,500

2.16

TABLE b.3

LEAST-8QUARK8 NEARS ADJUSTED BT HC0ME OP BEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD FOR EYE EXAMHATIOV (MOTHER)

lncoae

Ere Exaalnation (Mother)

Orer $10,000

1.17

Between $7,000 and $10,000

1.2b

Between $6,000 and $7,000

1.35

Between $5,000 and $6,000

1.2b

Between $3,500 and $5,000

1.31

Below $3,500

1.11

An eraal nation of the data in Tnblo A. 7 shows that no significant
ralatlonshlp exists between saallpox raeclnatlon (father) and faally
lncoae.

For aothers (Table A.8)t we find a significant relationship does

exist between swellpor raeclnatlon and faally lncoae (p <.05).

The aeens

adjusted by faally Incoaw for saallpox raeclnatlon (nother) (Table b.b)
indicates that aothers In fsallies with lncoaws between $7,000 and $10,000
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are sore likely to hare received ■allpov vaccinations than the ■others ia
any other faally lncoae bracket and that aothers in the faally lncoae
bracket betveen $3,500 and $5*000 are lees likely to have received
saallpox vaccinations than the aothers In any other faally lncoae
bracket.

Table A.9 describes the relationship betveen saallpox

vaccination (children) and lncoae of the head of the household.

Proa a

reading of the table it is clear that a highly significant relationship
exists (p<.0l).

A close viev of Table U.5 indicates that children in

the faally lncoae bracket betveen $7*000 and $10,000 are aore likely to
have received a saallpox vaccination than children In any other faally
lncoae bracket and children in faallles vlth Incoaes betveen $3*500 and
$5,000 are less likely to have received a saallpox vaccination than the
children in any other faally lncoae bracket.

Thus, the findings for

aothers and children in relation to saallpox vaccination support the
first hypothesis that there Is a positive relationship betveen the lncoae
of the head of the household and preventive health behavior.
TABLE k.k

LEAST-8QUARE8 MZAIS ADJUSTED BY HC0ME OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD FOR SMALLPOX VACCIHATIOI (MOTHER)

lncoae

f^allpoT 7accinatlon (Mother)

Over $10,000

1.30

Betveen $7,000 and $10,000

1.29

Betveen $6,000 and $7,000

1.U2

Betveen $5,000 and $6,000

1.36

Betveen $3,500 and $5,000

l.bO

Belov $3,500

1.37
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TABLE H.5

LEAST-SQLJABn MKAJ8 ADJUSTED BT HOQME OF r a n Of
H0U8EB0LD FOR SMALLPOX VACCHATIOI (CHILDMl)

lncoae

fcallpox Vaccination (Children)

Over $10,000

1.22

Betveen $7,000 and $10,000

1.19

Betveen $6,000 and $7,000

1.27

Betveen $5,000 and $6,000

1.21

Betveen $3,500 and $5,000

1.31

Belov $3,500

1.28

Table A.10 describes the relationship betveen polio raeclnatlon
(father) and faally lncoae. Froa a perusal of the table, ve see that no
significant relationship exists.

Hovever, there exists a highly

significant relationship betveen polio vaccination (nother) and faally
lncoae (p <. 01) (Table A.U).

An exaalnation of the aeane adjusted by

faally lncoae for polio vaccination (nother) (Table b.6) sbovs that the
feallles In the over $10,000 lncoae bracket are aore likely to have
aothers vho have received a polio vaccination than aothers in any other
faally lncoae bracket.

A close vlev of Table A.12 Indicates that a

significant relationship betveen polio vaccination (children) and the
lncoae of the head of the household exists (p<.05).

A scanning of Table

b.7 reveals that children froa feallles vlth an incosw betveen $3,500 and
$5,000 are less likely to have been vaccinated against polio than the
children In any other faally lncoae bracket.

The finding for polio

vaccination (nother) In the over $10,000 faally lncoae bracket shov that
those aothers are aore likely to have had such vaccinations than the
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■others of any other faally lncoae bracket and tbs finding for polio
raeclnatlon (children) In the $3,500-15,000 faally inccs* bracket
Indicate that they are less likely to hare had a polio raeclnatlon than
the children of any other faally lncoae bracket.

These two findings

lend sons support to the first hypothesis.
TABLE k.6

LEAST-SQLJAREP !*CAI8 ADJUSTED BT HC0NE OP HEAD OF
H0U8EH0LD FOR POLIO VACCMATIOH (MOTHER)

lncoae

Polio Vaccination (Mother)

Orer $10,000

1.25

Between $7,000 and $10,000

1.52

Between $6,000 and $7,000

1.29

Between $5,000 and $6,000

1.27

Between $3,500 and $5,000

1.36

Belov $3,500

1.U6

TABLE k.7

LEA8T-SQLIARES MEAI8 ADJUSTED BT HC0ME OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD FOR POLIO VACCHATIOI (CHILDREl)

lncoae

Polio Vaccination (Children)

Orer $10,000

1.13

Between $7,000 and $10,000

1.20

Betveen $6,000 and $7,000

1.18

Betveen $5,000 and $6,000

1.18

Betveen $3,500 and $5,000

1.29

Belov $3,500

1.12
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Each faally raapondant v u asked to agree or disagree vlth tho
atata— nt,, "Physical checkups are a vasts of tlaa and aoney."

An

STan1nation of Table A.13 shows that there exists a significant
relationship betveen the value placed on physical checkups and faally
lncoae (p<.05).

A perusal of Table b.8 indicates that the heeds of

household in the fsadly Inccaw bracket of $10,000 or over are aore likely
to view physical checkups as valuable than those In any other bracket,
and the heads of household in the belov $3,500 faally lncoae bracket are
less likely to viev physical checkups as valuable than those In any other
bracket.

This finding supports the first hypothesis.

TABLE V.8

LEAST-SQUARES MEAB8 ADJUSTED BY IBC0ME OP HEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD P0R THE VALUE OP PHYSICAL CHECKUPS

Value of Physical Checkups

lncoae
Over $10,000

1.9^

Betveen $7,000 and $10,000

1.87

Betveen $6,000 and $7,000

1.85

Betveen $5,000 and $6,000

1.85

Betveen $3,500 and $5,000

1.90

Belov $3,500

1.78

HYPOTHESIS II
This hypothesis predicted that faailles headed by individuals
vlth higher education levels are wore likely to practice preventive
health than those feallles headed by Individuals with lover education
levels.
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Table A.l describes the relationship between brushing tseth
(father) and education of the head of the household.

A scanning of tbs

table natces it clear that no significant relationship exists.

This lack

of relationship holds also for brushing teeth (children) (Table A.3).
Howsrer, an examination of Table A. 2 shows that there exists a highly
significant relationship between brushing teeth (aother) and education of
the head of the household (p<.0l).

A perusal of Tahla k. 9 indicates

that those fsally heads in the saste college category are nore likely to
hare aethers who take good care of their teeth than aothers in any other
fanily education category, while families with heads in the no schooling
category are less likely to hare aothers who take good care of their
teeth than the aothers in any other fanily education category.

The

finding for brushing teeth (aother) supports the second hypothesis.
TABLE k. 9

LSAST-8qUARX8 MKAKB ADJU8TKD IT EDUCATIOI OP HEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD FOR HRU8HHG TEETH (MOTHER)

Education

Brushina Teeth (Mother)

Graduate work

1.20

College graduate

1.51

Soaw college

1.16

High school graduate

1.75

So s m high school

1.69

8th grade graduate

2.02

U-7 grades

2.10

1-3 grades

1.92

lo schooling

k.rr

Trade school, etc.

1.55
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Ko significant relationship exists between eye examination
(father) and education of the head of the household (Table A.A).

A rise

of Tsble A.6 shoes that no significant relationship exists between eye
examination (children) and education of the head of the household.

But a

reading of Table A.5 shows that a highly significant relationship exists
between eye examination (mother) and the education of the family head.

A

■canning of Table fc.10 shows that fsmily heads in the high school graduate
category have aothers in the household who are more likely to have had
their eyes checked than aothers in any other fsmily education category,
while the family heads in the no schooling category are less likely to
have aothers in the household who have had their eyes checked than the
mothers in any other category.

Clearly, eye examination (aother) supports

the second hypothesis.
TABLE U.10

LEAST-SQUARES MEAMS ADJUSTED BY EDUCATIOI OF BEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD FOR ETE EXAMHATIOH (MOTHER)

Income

Ere Examination (Mother)

Graduate work

1.37

College graduate

1.18

Some college

1.1)»

High school graduate

1.13

Some high school

1.31

8th grade graduate

1.21

A-7 grades

1.22

1-3 grades

1.30

So schooling

2.00

Trade school, etc.

1.28
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A reading of Table A.7 reveals that a highly significant
rslat Ionship exists between s— 11pox -vaccination (father) and the
education of the head of the household (p< .01).

A rlev of Table fc.ll

indicates that the faailles in the 1-3 grade education category are less
likely to have fathers vaccinated against s— npcvr than the fathers In soy
other fsally education category.

A highly significant relationship exists

between saallpox vaccination (aother) and the education of the fsally
head (p<.01) (Table A.8).

A scanning of Table b.12 reveals that

faailles in which the head Is In the high school graduate education
category are aore likely to have aothers who have received a saallpox
vaccination than the aothers In fsallies in say other education category,
and, that the faailles with heads in the 1-3 grades education category
are less likely to have aothers who received a saallpox vaccination
than the aothers in households in any other education category.

As to

children, Table A.9 shows that a highly significant relationship exists
between saallpox vaccination and the education of the faally head.

An

exsatnation of Table H.13 shows that the faally heads with trade school
education (which for purposes of snalysls Is coaperable to high school
education) are aore likely to have children protected against saallpox
than children In any other faally education category, whereas the heads
of households in the 1-3 grades category are less likely to have children
protected against saallpox than children in any other faally education
category.

These findings support the second hypothesis.
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TABLE fc.ll

L1A8T-89JARB MEAI8 ADJU8TED BT EDOCATZOV OF HEAD OF
H0U8EH0LD FOR SMALLPOX VACCHATIOI (FATHER)

Education

Ssallpox Vaccination (Father)

Graduate work

1.37

College graduate

1.22

Scsm > college

1.38

High school graduate

1.12

Soae high school

1.1»3

8th grade graduate

l.U?

k-J grades

l.kl

1-3 grades

1.81

Bo schooling

1.62

Trade school, etc.

1.23

6k

TABLE *.12

LEA8T-8QUARE8 MEAV8 ADJUSTED BY EDUCATIOH OP BEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD FOR SMALLPOX VACCHATIO* (MOTHER)

Education

asallpox Vaccination (Mother)

Graduate work

1.32

Collage graduate

1.27

S o t college

1.3*

High school graduate

1.18

S o t high school

1.**

8th grade graduate

l.*0

*-7 grades

l.*5

1-3 grades

1.71

Ho schooling

1.55

Trade school, etc.

1.25
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TABLE fc.13 LEAST-8QUARB NEAXS ADJUSTED BY EDUCATIOI OP BEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD FOR SNALU>OX TACCHATZOE (CHILDXXV)

Education

flhallpmr Vaccination (Childran)

Graduate work

1.32

College graduate

l.W

Bom college

1.18

High school graduate

1.18

So s m high school

1.21

8th grade graduate

1.30

U-T grades

1.28

1-3 grades

1.78

Ho schooling

1.23

Trade school, etc.

l.Ofc

A scanning of Table A.10 shows that no significant relationship
exists between polio racclnatlon (father) and the education of the faally
head.

This lack of significant relationship holds also for polio

vaccination (aother) and the education of the fanily head (Table A.U).
Howerer, a close rlev of Table A.12 reveals that a highly significant
relationship exists between polio racclnatlon (children) and the education
of the head of the household (p<.0l).

A perusal of Table U.lU shows

that children in faailles where the faally head has done graduate work
are aore likely to be vaccinated against polio than children of heads in
any other education category, and the children in faailles where the faally
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bead la In tha 1-3 gradea category ara lasa likely ta hara received a
polio racclnatlon than tha chlldran of haada In any othar aducatlon
category.

Tha finding for polio racclnatlon (chlldran) aupporta tha

aacond hypothaaia.
TABLE fc.lk

LEA8T-8QUARZS KEAHS ADJUSTED BT EDUCATZOI OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD FOR FOLIO VACCHATIOI (CHILDREH)

Education

Folio Vaccination (Children)

Graduate work

0.97

College graduate

1.10

Soaa collage

1.18

High achool graduate

1.08

Soaa high achool

1.21

8th grade graduate

1.26

l»-7 gradea

1.29

1-3 gradea

1.5»»

Bo achooling

1.19

Trade achool, etc.

1.29

There azlata no aignlflcant ralatlonahlp betvaan tha aducatlon of
tha faally head and tha ralue placed upon pfayalcal chackupa (Table A.13).

HTP0THESI8 III
Tha third hypothaaia predicted that there la a poaltlre
ralatlonahlp betvaan occupation of tha head of the faally and preventire
health behavior.
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Table A.l describes the relationship between brushing tssth
(father) and the occupation of the fanily heed.

Fran a scanning of the

table it Is clear that a highly significant relationship exists (p <.01).
A riev of Table U.15 shows that families whose heads are claaslfied in the
middle occupation lerel hare fathers who more often brush their teeth than
the fathers in any other faally occupational category.

A further

examination of this table indicatea that faailles classified in the lower
occupation lerel hare fathers who brush their teeth less frequently than
the fathers in any other occupation category.

A reading of Table A. 2

shows that there is no significant relationship between brushing teeth
(aother) and the occupation of the family head.

This lack of significant

relationship holds also between brushing teeth (children) and the
occupation of the family head (Table A.3).

The finding for brushing

teeth (father) supports the third hypothesis.
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TABLE k.15

LEAST-8QUARE8 NKAI8 ADJUSTED BT OCCTJPATIOH OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD FOR BRUSHDfO TEETH (FATHER)

Occupation Level

Brushing Tee

Upper

1.73

Upper aiddle

1.75

Middle

1.52

Lower aiddle

1.80

Upper lover

2.lfc

Lower

3.19

Lover lover

2.23

Retired

2.5lt

Ho occupation

3.18

It can be noted that the occupation of the head of the houeehold
does not significantly effect eye axaalnatlons (Tablee k.k-k.6).
An exaalnation of Table A.7 lndlcatea that a significant
ralatlonahlp between weal1pox vaccination (father) and the occupation of
the head of the houeehold axlata (p <..05).

A peruaal of the adjusted

aeans rereale that the faally heade claselfled In the lover occupation
level are aore likely to have fathers In the faally vaccinated against
saallpox than the fathers In any other faally occupation category,
vhereas the faailles vith heeds la the retired category are less likely
to have fathers vaccinated against saallpox than the fathers In any other
faally category (Table U.l6).

A scanning of Table A.8 reveals that a

highly significant relationship exists between saallpox vaccination (aother)
and the occupation of the faally head.

A reading of Table It.17 shows
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that families vith heads in tha unemployed elasslfleation are mere likely
to hare mothers race Insted against smallpox than the mothers in any other
occupation category and families vlth heads categorised as retired are
less likely to have mothers vaccinated against a— llponr than the aothers
in say other occupation category.

There exists a highly significant

relationship between smallpox vaccination (children) and the occupation
of the head of the household (p<.01) (Table A.9).

A close view of

Table U.l8 shove that families vlth heads in the unemployed category have
a greater number of positive responses to smallpox vaccination (children)
than the children in any other occupation category and families vlth
heads in the retired occupation category have a fever mmber of positive
responses to saallpox vaccination (children) than the children in any
other category.

The findings do not support the third hypothesis.

Perhaps, on saallpox vaccinations, the data may reflect the Influence of
other factors such as government health programs for minority groups and
the tendency for the aged to resist changes and Innovations.

It is

standard practice of social agencies, especially in Canada, to administer
this vaccination to the Indians,

further, in Canada it is quite common

to find the Indians either employed in menial Jobs or unemployed.

Also,

the older person is often one vhose values may stem from an earlier time.
This nay mean the family is not prepared to take advantage of recent
medical innovations.
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TABLE k.l6

L1A8T-8QUAKE8 MEAI8 ADJUSTED BY OCCUPATION OF HEAD OP
HOUSEHOLD FOR SMALLPOX YACCIHATIOH (FATHER)

Occupation Laval

Smallpox Vaccina

Upper

1.32

Uppar alddla

1.3*»

Middle

i.to>

Lover middle

1.32

Upper lover

1.33

Lover

1.28

Lover lover

l.Vr

Retired

1.65

lo occupation

1.29
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TABL1 H.17

LEA8T-8QUARE8 MEAVS ADJUSTS) BT OCCUPATION 07 HEAD 07
HOUSEHOLD TOR SMALLPOX YACCHATIOH (MOTHER)

Occupation Laval

flhallpor Vaccination (Mother)

Upper

1.32

Upper aiddle

l.*3

Middle

l.fcO

Lover aiddle

1.31

Upper lover

1.30

Lover

1.23

Lover lover

l.bO

Retired

1.57

Ho occupation

1.1*
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TABLE U.18

LEA8T-8QUARE8 NEAI8 ADJUSTS) BT OCCUPATZOI OP HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD FOR SMALLPOX VACCHATIOI (CHZLDRBI)

Upper

10
*4
1

1

Occupation Level

l.i»7

Upper aiddle

1.27

Middle

1.29

Lower aiddle

1.20

Upper lower

1.19

Lower

1.18

Lower lover

1.25

Retired

1,6k

Ho occupation

1.00

An exaaination of Tables A.10-A.12 reveals that a algnlfleant
relationship does not exist between polio racclnatlon and the occupation
of the head of the household.
A reading of Table A.13 Indicates no support for the third
hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS I?

The fourth hypothesis predicted that faailles headed by older
persons vho are living vlth their spouses and have children are lees
likely to practice preventIre health than those In any other place In
the faally life cycle.
A perusal of Table A.l shows that no significant relationship
between brushing teeth (father) and place In the folly life cycle exists.
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This lack of relationship also holds for aothers (Table A.2).

Hovever,

a scanning of Table A.3 reveals that place in the faally life cycle has
a highly significant effect on the frequency of teeth brushing by children
( p < .01).

A viev of Table k.19 shoes that faailles vlth heads In the

aiddle of the life cycle* never aarrled and vlth children, are faailles
vlth children vho gave a greater nuaber of positive responses for teeth
brushing than the children of faailles in the other categories.

In

contrast, faally heads in the old, living vlth spouse and have children,
are faailles vlth children vho gave fever positive responses for teeth
brushing than the children of faailles In the other categories,

nils

finding supports the fourth hypothesis.
TABLE U.19

LEAST-8QUARES MEAKS ADJUSTED BY FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR BRUSHING TEETH (CHILDREN)

Brushing Teeth (Children)

Age
Living With Spouse
Young

Spouse Gone
Never Married
Living With Spouse

Middle

Spouse Gone
Never Married
Living With Spouse

Old

Spouse Gone
Never Married

No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children
No children
Children

1.94
1.76
1.87
2.35
1.8k
1>3P
6.20
3.37
—

7h

Table A.k describes tha ralatlonahlp betveen aye examination
(fathar) and placa In tha faally U f a eyela.

From a cloaa viev of tha

tahla it la claar that a significant ralatlonahlp exists (p<.05).

A

reading of Table U.20 ahowa that faalllaa vlth haada In tha middle age,
living vlth apouae, and haring chlldran hare a greater number of
favorable reaponaea for aye examination (fathar) than tha fathers In any
other place In the faally life eyela.

From a rlav of tha tables. It la

apparent that faalllaa vlth heads In the middle age, spouse gone, and vlth
children hare fever favorable responses for eye examination (father) than
the fathers in any other plaee in tha life eyela.

We aee no significant

relationship existing betvaan eye examination (aother) and family life
cycle position (Table A.5).

An examination of Table A .6 reveals that a

highly significant relationship betvaan aye examinations for children and
place in the faally life cycle exists (p<.Ol).

A perusal of the adjusted

means for eye examinations (children) reveals that families vlth heads In
middle age, never married, and vlth children, have a greater number of
favorable responses for children having their eyes examined than the
children in any other life cycle category.

By contrast, families

categorised as old, living vlth spouse, and vlth children have fever
favorable responses for children's eye examinations than the children in
any other category (Table 1*.21).
hypothesis.

This finding supports the fourth
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TABLE V.20

LEA8T-8QUARES MEANS ADJUSTED BT FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR EYE EXAMINATION (FATHER)

Age _
Llrlng Vlth Spouae
Young

8pouae Cone
Merer Married
Llrlng With Spouae

Middle

Spouae Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng Vlth Spouae

Old

Spouae Gone
Merer Married

TABLE k.21

Ho children
Children
Mo children
Children
Ho children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children
Ho children
Children
No children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children

Spouae Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng Vlth Spouae
Spouae Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng Vlth Spouae

Old

0.98
l.tf
0.99
1.52
l.oV
—
1.00
—

1.02
—

Ere Exanlnation (Children)
Llrlng Vlth Spouae

Middle

1 M

LEAST-SQUARES MEAE8 ADJUSTED BY FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR EYE EXAMINATION (CHILDRHT)

Age

Young

Ere It — 1nation (Father)
1.23
1.25
1.15
1.20
1.18

Spouae Gone
Merer Married

Ho children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children
lo children
dhildren
Mo children
Children
Mo children
Children

l.fcl
1.23
1.10
l.lft
1.17
1.01
2.00
1.6l
—
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A signlfleant relationship between saallpox vaccination (father)
and place In the faally life cycle does not exist (Table A.7).

For

aothers (Table A.8) we find a highly significant relationship between
saallpox racclnatlon and place In the faally life cycle (p<.Ol).

A view

of the table of adjusted naans for saallpoT racclnatlon (aother) (Table

k.22) shows that households with heads in the aiddle age, never serried,
and without children, are aore likely to hare aothers vho hare received
a saallpox racclnatlon than the aothers In any other place In the faally
life cycle.

Also, It aay be noted that faailles with heads in the aiddle

age, llrlng with spouse and without children, are less likely to hare
aothers vho hare received saallpox protection than the aothers in any
other life cycle category.

There exists a highly significant

relationship between saallpox vaccination (children) and faally life
cycle position (p<-.01) (Table A.9).

An exaainatlon of Table b.23 shows

a greater number of favorable responses for children vaccinated against
saallpox In faailles with heads in the old age, spouse gone and with
children than the children in any other category.

Faailles with heads

in the aiddle age, never married, and with children provide fewer
favorable responses to children's saallpox vaccination than faailles In
any other place in the life cycle.
fourth hypothesis.

These findings do not support the

Table A.10 describes the relationship between fathers

being vaccinated for polio and faally life cycle position.

Ffcrca a

scanning of the table It Is clear that a highly significant relationship
exists (p <.01).

A reading of Table U.2l» reveals that faailles with heads

in the old age, living with spouse, and having no children, give aore
favorable responses to polio vaccination (father) than the fathers in any
other place in the life cycle.

Faailles with heads in old age, never
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married and baring no chlldran glra fever farorabla raaponaas for fatharpolio racclnatlon than tha fathar* in any othar placa In tha U f a cycle.
A peruaal of Table A.11 indicates that a highly significant relationship
exists betveen polio racclnatlon (aother) and placa In faally U f a cycle
(p<.01).

A close ri*v of Table b.25 indicates that faailles vlth heads

In old age, llrlng vlth spouse, and vlth no children, glre a greater
number of favorable responses on aethers' polio vaccination than faailles
in any other life cycle position vhlle households vlth heads In old age,
never married, vlth no children, give fever favorable responses for
mothers*-polio racclnatlon than the aothers In families in any other place
in the life cycle.

There exists no significant relationship betvaan

polio vaccination (children) and faally head's place In the life cycle
(Table A.12).
TABLE h.22

These findings do not support the fourth hypothesis.

LEAST-SQUAR28 MEAIS ADJUSTED BY FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR SMALLPOX VACCIHATIOH (MOTHER)

Age
Llrlng Vlth Spouse
Young

Spouse Gone
Barer Married
Living With Spouse

Middle

Spouse Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng Vlth Spouse

Old

Spouse Gone
Merer Married

Mo children
Chlldran
Mo chlldran
Children
Mo children
Chlldran
Children
Mo chlldran
Children
Mo chlldran
Chlldran
Mo chlldran
Children
Mo chlldran
Children
Ho chlldran
Children

tMsallnoiT Vaccination (Mother)
1.61
1.36
1.27
I.W
1.60
£.69
1.07
1.52
l.Vo
1.32

0.9k
1.27
1.10
1.03
1.01
1.0b
—
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TABLE It.23

LEA8T-8QUARE8 MEA1S ADJUSTED BY FANILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR SMALLPOX VACCHATIOH (CHILDREN)

Age

Shall nmr Vaccination (Children)
Llrlng With 8pouse

Young

8pouse Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng With 8pous*

Middle

Spoils* Gone
Icr*r Married
Llrlng With Spouse

Old

Spouse Gone

Barer Married

TABLE U.2U

Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
io children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children

Llrlng With Spouse
Spouse Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng With 8pouse
Middle

Spouse Gone
Merer Married
Llrlng With Spouse

Old

1.20
1.00
1.07
1.2A
1.53
2.0*
0.96
—

LEAST-8QUARE8 MEAE8 ADJUSTED BY FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR POLIO VACCINATION (FATHER)

Age

Young

1.30

Spouse Gone
Merer Married

Mo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Mo children
Children
Bo children
Children
io children
Children
Bo children
Children
Bo children
Children
Mo children
Children

Polio Vaccination (Father)
l.Hb
1.2T
1.5*t
1.27

i.24
1.2$
l.ol

i.ok
1.53
H O T ........
1.50
1.00
—

1.&2
—

2.09
—
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TABLE k.25

LEA8T-8QUAREB NEABS ADJUSTS) BY FAMILY LIFE CYCLE
FOR POLIO VACCIHATIOV (MOTHBt)

Age

Polio Vaccination (Mother)
Bo children
'Children
Bo children
Spouse Gone
Children
Vo children
Hever Married
Children
Bo
children
Living Vlth Spouse
Children
Bo children
Spouse done
Children
Bo children
lever Married
Children
Bo children
Living With Spouse
Children
Bo children
8pouse Gone
Children
Ho children
lever Married
Children
Living Vlth Spouse

Young

Middle

Old

i M
1.35
1.52
1.32
1.63
1.22
l.ot
i*iji

1.&
1.25
1.80
2.00
0.95
1.05

_

1.60
1.28
2.0>»
—

HYPOTHE8I8 V
The fifth hypothesis predlctsd that fsallies vith s greater
aaount of health inforaation are aore likely to practice prcreative
health than those vho do not possess such inforaation.
Consideration of two of the thirteen dimensions of preventive
health behavior, saallpox vaccination (aother) and polio vaccination
(children), shows that the aaount of health inforaation has a significant
effect.

A perusal of Table A.8 indicates that a significant relationship

exists between saallpox vaccination (aother) and tbs aaount of health
inforaation possessed by the head of the household (p < .05).

A reading

of Table A.lb reveals that the^value associated with the saount of
health inforaation possessed by the fmlly head for saallpox vaccination
(aother) is positive.

Therefore the greater aaount of information
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possessed toy the heed of the houeehold, the aore likely the aother In the
houeehold le protected against eaallpox.
hypothesis.

Thie finding eupporte the fifth

There exlete a elgnlflcant relationehlp between polio

racclnatlon (children) and the aaount of health Inforaation poaeeeeed toy
the faally head (Tatole A.12).

A perueal of Tatole A.lfc ahove that there

la a poeltire^^value for polio racclnatlon (children) and the aaount of
health Inforaation poaeeeeed toy the faally head.

Thus, the greater the

aaount of health inforaation poaeeeeed toy the faally head, the aore likely
the children are to hare receired a polio racclnatlon.

Thie finding

eupporte the fifth hypotheeie.

HTP0THEBI8 VI
The eixth hypotheeie predicted that faalllee that hare a
farorahle attitude toward education rill practice prerentIre health
aore readily than thoae that do not hare a farorahle attitude toward
education.
The findlnge do not support the sixth hypothesis.

EZP0THE8I8 VXI
The eerenth hypothesis predieted that faailles with an
unfavorable attitude toward doctors tend to practice prerentIre health
aore readily than those rlth a favorable attitude.
Table A.l describes the relationship between brushing teeth
(father) and attitude toward doctors of the faally head.

Fraa a scanning

of the table it is clear that no significant relationship exists.

For

aothers (Table A. 2) we find that a significant relationship does exist
between brushing teeth and faally head's attitude toward doctors.

There

8l

Is a negative regression coefficient associated vlth attitude toward
doctors of tbs faally hoad for brushing taoth (aotbar) (Tahla A.Ik).
Therefore, as attltuda toward doctors hy the head of tha household hav

es

lass farorahle, the frequency of tooth brushing hy tha aotbar goes up.
This finding supports tha ssrenth hypothesis.
A reading of Table A.3 shows that a significant relationship
exists between faally attltuda toward doctors and teeth brushing (children)
(p< .05).

An examination of Table A.lk shows that a negativey^value is

associated with faally attitude toward doctors and frequency of children's
teeth brushing.

Thus

as faally heads' attitude toward doctors beecaes

less favorable, frequency of teeth brushing hy the children Increases.
This finding supports the seventh hypothesis.
A perusal of Table A.k shows no significant relationship exists
between eye examination (father) and attitude toward doctors hy the heed
of the household.

This lack of relationship holds also for aothers' eye

examination (Table A.5).
A scanning of Table A.6 reveals that a significant relationship
exists between faadly attitude toward doctors and eye examination
(children) (p <.05).

A perusal of Table A.lk indicates that the partial

regression coefficient associated with faally attitude toward doctors for
children's eye examination Is negative.

Therefore as family heed^ attitude

toward doctors becomes less favorable, the aore likely the children In the
household have received an eye exaalnation.
seventh hypothesis.

This finding supports the

A perusal of Tables A.7-A.9 Indicates that no

significant relationship exists between saallpoT vaccination and faally
attitude toward doctors.

There exists no significant relationship between

polio vaccination (father) and faally attitude toward doctors (Table A.10).
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An examination of Table A.11 above that there la a highly
significant ralatlonahlp betveen polio vaccination (mother) and family
attitude toward doctora (p c .01).

Ihe^^vslue associated vlth attitude

toward doctors of the head of the household for polio vaccination
(aother) la negative (Table A.lk). Therefore as the faally heads'
attitude toward doctors becomes less favorable, the more likely It
becoaMS for the mothers In the household to have received a polio
vaccination.

This finding supports tha seventh hypothaaia.

A perusal of Table A.12 above that a highly significant relationship
betveen polio vaccination (children) and the head of household's attitude
toward doctora exista ( p c .01).

A scanning of Table A.lk reveals a

negative regression coefficient associated vlth family attitude toward
doctors for children's polio vaccination.

Thus as the family heads'

attitude toward doctors becomes less favorable, the more likely the
children in the household have received a polio vaccination.

Thie finding

supports the hypothesis that families vlth an unfavorable attitude toward
doctors tend to practice preventive health more readily than those vlth
a favorable attitude.
An examination of Table A.13 Indicates that there exists a highly
significant relationship betveen family attitude toward doctors and family
heads' value placed on physical checkups ( p < .01).

The regression

coefficient associated vlth family attitude toward doctors for the value
placed on physical checkups Is positive (Table A.lk).

Since the

respondents were asked, "Are physical checkups a vasts of time and money?",
a positive response to this question vould indicate that a low value was
placed upon preventive health behavior.
seventh hypothesis.

This finding supports ths
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HiPOTHiais m i
The eighth hypothesis predicted that faailles that faal powerless
tend to practice preventive haalth lass readily than thosa that faal aore
able to bring about change through thalr own afferta.
A significant ralatlonahlp with a foaling of powarlaasnasa of tha
fanily haad aziata for two preventive haalth dimensions, saallpox
racclnatlon (fathar) and saallpox racclnatlon (chlldran).

A parusal of

Tabla A.7 Indicatas that a significant ralatlonahlp axlsta batwaan
saallpox racclnatlon (fathar) and a foaling of powarlasanaas of tha faally
haad (p< .05).

T h e ^ r d u e assoclatad with powarlassnass of faally hand

for saallpox racclnatlon is positlra (Tabla A.lU).

Thus as faally haad's

faaling of powarlassnass increases, tha fathars In tha housahold baccaa
aore likely to be racclnatad against saallpox.

Thara axlsts a significant

relationship batwaan saallpox racclnatlon (chlldran) and a fading of
powarlassnass of tha haad of tha housahold (Tabla A.9).

A reading of

Tabla A.lk shows that the^V al ue associated with faally haad's fading
of powarlassnass for ■MllpoT racclnatlon (children) Is positlra.
Therefore as the fading of powarlassnass of the faally head Increases,
tha chlldran In tha housahold baeosw aore likaly to hare receired a
saallpox racclnatlon.

These findings do not support tha eighth hypothesis.

HYF0THBI8 IX
The ninth hypothesis predicted that faailles that aalntaln a
parochial rlav toward change tend to practice prarantlra bsdth lass
readily than those with a aore cosmopolitan rlav.

A significant rslatlonshlp vlth parochialism exists for o m
preventive health dimension, saaHpoT vaccination (children) (Table A.9).
An examination of Table A.lH sbovs that the^va lu e associated vlth a
parochial vlev of the fsadly bead for saallpox vaccination (children) Is
negative.

It follow that as parochialism of the head of the household

decreases, the children In the household becoaw aore likely to be
protected against saallpox.

This finding supports the ninth hypothesis.

The findings of this study v i U be revleved In the following
chapter, vhlch will also contain a aore detailed discussion of some of
these findings.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Preventive health behavior in various forms is a subject of vide
Interest in the United States at the present time.

This Interest is

indicated by announcements sponsored by the federal government in the
national press and other media to gain public attention for the need for
having children immunized against polio, tuberculosis, smallpox and
measles.

This interest can also be found in other countries around the

world.
The objective of this study is to determine the relationship of
selective social variables such as:

income, education, occupation, family

life cycle, health Information, attitude toward education, attitude toward
doctors, powerlessness, and parochialism to preventive health behavior.
Clarification of these relationships will add to our knowledge of the
degree to which a family units location in the social structure is related
to health behavior.
To accomplish this objective, four physiographic areas were
selected representing a range of population types:

Montana, located

in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States, dominated econoadcally
by agriculture, the forest industry and mining operations; Winnipeg,
Manitoba, an important trade and manufacturing center of Canada; Churchill,
Manitoba, which serves as a research and coassunicatlon center for northern
Canada; and Flin Flon and The Pas, two caassunlties dominated by the Hudson
Bay Mining and Smelting Company and the Nelson River Hydro-Development
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Project, respectively.

These centers reflect varying levels of

industrialization and urbanization.
The sampling strategy was adapted to each area.

For the broad

areas of Montana a stratified random sampling technique vas employed.
Winnipeg and Altona a systematic sampling method vas used.
surveyed on a community-vide basis.

For

Churchill vas

In Flin Flon and The Pas an area

probability sample of households vas obtained for each community.

Each

strategy reflected a concern for maximizing representativeness of the
sample in relation to the total population under study.
Sampling strategy is dependent on the type of data to be gathered.
The purpose of gathering data for each sample vas to determine health
variables.

The sample data fell veil into the parameters of study of

preventive health behavior, thus making secondary analysis possible for
this research design.
The conceptual model decided upon to study preventive health
behavior vas the social system.

A social system may be described as a

heuristic tool since it provides an abstract but simplified model of a
given social phenomenon.

It is useful in the study of social entitles

ranging from families to societies, since it allovs one to vlev social
entities as possessing distinct boundaries.

Thus a social system is

simply a special type of system— one vhich serves as a model or conceptual
framevork for building a theory of social organization.1

Parsons uses a

social system model in the study of American values and relates it to
health behavior.
1Alvin Bertrand, Social Organization: A General Systems and Role Theory
Prospective (Philadelphia: F.A. Davis Co., 19f2).
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Parsons perceives a pattern In American society emphasizing
"activism", "worldliness", and "instrumentalism".

Within this context,

American society incorporates a value pattern which emphasizes achieve
ment.

As a consequence health becomes of paramount Importance in order

to exploit opportunities for achievement in American society.

Such

behavior can be predicted on the basis of conformity to the value system
of American society.

It follows then,actors are more oriented toward

certain roles than toward others because their orientations are
determined by the systemic value pattern.

In this research design,

certain indicators of the value pattern in American society were
utilized:

income, education, occupation, family life cycle, health

information, attitude toward education, attitude toward doctors,
powerlessness and parochialism to ascertain their Influence on
preventive health behavior.

The following discussion will review

the findings of this study and their implications for future research.
The findings Indicate that family Income affects preventive
health behavior.

Strong support is found in the data for the research

hypothesis that there exists a positive relationship between family
income and preventive health behavior.

This relationship suggests

that Income is an important indicator of the normative orientation
of preventive health behavior.

It may be a greater effort on the part

of the total society, including industry and government, in develop
ing and implementing preventive health programs would bring a change
in preventive health behavior of lower income groups.
The research hypothesis that a positive relationship exists
between education of the head of the household and preventive health
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behavior Is amply supported by the data.

This suggests that our

schools and other socialization agencies should be encouraged to
stress even more the aspects of health.
determine at what level

Studies could be made to

preventive health behavior would be more

effective among other things.
Mild support is found for the hypothesis predicting a positive
relationship between occupation of family head and preventive health
behavior.

Only on one dimension of preventive health behavior, brushing

teeth (father) is a significant relationship shown with occupation of
family head.
We live in a highly achievement-oriented and competition-oriented
society in which external appearance becomes Important.

Because many of

our occupational contacts are fleeting and transient, judments are many
times based upon physical features.
features are teeth.

One of the most salient physical

Given that our society in many cases defines the

father as the breadwinner, he would more likely conform to systemic
normative orientation for appearance.
The hypothesis predicting that families headed by older persons,
living with spouse, and with children are less likely to practice
preventive health than those in any other place in the family life cycle
finds mild support in the data.

Children found in families headed by

older persons, living with spouse, are less likely to brush their teeth
and to have their eyes examined than children in any other position in
the family life cycle.

A growing interest in the elderly by government

is evidenced by such programs as medicare.

However, preventive health

behavior by older families does not appear on the increase, at least
among the respondents for this study.

Perhaps, more emphasis by
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health maintenance organizations on preventive programs for the
elderly may provide a vehicle for heightened health care behavior
by them.
The data lends moderate support for the hypothesis predicting
that families with a greater amount of health Information are more
likely to practice preventive health than those who do not possess
such information.

The greater the amount of health Information the

head of the household possesses, the more likely are mothers to have
received a smallpox vaccination.

Children are more likely to have

received a polio vaccination in families possessing increased health
information.

This finding makes it clear that the mass media can

serve as a vehicle for getting health information to families.

It

suggests that more programs devoted to health information, including
preventive care practices, would result in better health for citizens,
especially those living in rural areas.
The data does not support the hypothesis that families having a
favorable attitude toward education will practice preventive health more
readily than those that do not have a favorable attitude toward educa
tion.

Also, the hypothesis predicting that families who feel powerless

tend to practice preventive health less readily than those that feel more
able to bring about change through their own efforts, is not supported
by the data.
Strong support is found in the data for the hypothesis predicting
that families with an unfavorable attitude toward doctors tend to practice
preventive health more readily than those with favorable attitudes.
Hostility to doctors may stimulate an individual to rely more heavily on
preventive health behavior as a way of avoiding future dependence upon
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the services of the medical profession.

Thus, a societal orientation

of mastery over the environment may be In conflict with the doctor's role
In limiting the automony of the Individual.
or the other type of practice:
colleague referred practice.

Doctors engage In one

a client referred practice or a
Doctors with a client referred practice

visually develops a more Informal, personal relationship with the patient
since his future patients are likely to be referrals from previous
patients.

In light of the above finding, It would be Interesting to

determine whether the type of practice a doctor possesses affects
his patients attitude towards him.

This seems an Important research

question for the future.
The data lends some support for the hypothesis predicting that
families who maintain a parochial view toward change tend to practice
preventive health less readily than those with a more cosmopolitan
view.

We find that where the head of the household possesses a less

parochial view, It is more likely that the children have received
smallpox vaccinations.

The Impact of travel and what might be termed

cosmopolite experience is suggested by this finding.

More opportunity

for social participation undoubtedly has advantages in terms of
preventive health behavior.

The Indication is that programs to

broaden the view of the more parochial families would Improve the level
of health of their members.
In conclusion, this study provides evidence that the family
unit is an important source of Information concerning the health
problems of the people of the nation.

In this regard, the social

structure can be perceived as a stable, orderly and recurrent pattern
of relationships that occur within a society.

The social structure
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has two basic dimensions, culture(conslstlng of the patterns for
behavior, Including values and goals) and social organization (Including
actual or "real" social Interaction).
Parsons posits that an actors normative orientations (social
organization) are dependent on the common value patterns (culture
structure) located at the system level.

The research carried out

Identified selective social Indicators of value patterns In American
and Canadian society and presented the way they Influence a given
normative orientation, preventive health behavior.

In the course

of the study certain social Indicators were determined to be more
Important that others in influencing families to practice preventive
health care.
The findings of this study then, emphasize the necessity to
change the structural elements in family social systems— that is
norms and roles.

Said another way, It would serve to raise level of

preventive health behavior if family members were socialized In such
a way to know what to do and to want to practice these behavioral
patterns.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A.l

AHALY8I8 OP VARIAICE TABLE
FOR BPUSHIHO TEETH (FATHER)

Source

DF

MS

I»C<—

5

7.42*

Education

9

4.88

Occupation

8

9.l4*»

14

4.87

Health Information

1

4.29

Attitude toward Education

1

1.11

Attitude toward Doctors

1

1.67

Powerless Attitude

1

3.09

Parochial Attitude

1

4.85

Partly Life Cycle

Error

659

TOTAL

700

•P < .05
••P -c.01
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TABLE A. 2

AKALT8I8 OP VARIAICE TABLE
FOR BRU8HHG TEETH (MOTHER)

Source

MS

-

Incone

5

1.29

Education

9

6 M "

Occupation

8

2.81

Really Life Cycle

16

1.51

Health Information

1

0.53

Attitude tovard Education

1

0.03

Attitude tovard Doctors

1

7 .66«

Powerless Attitude

1

0.99

Parochial Attitude

1

0.01

Error

736

TOTAL

779
____ 1__________________

*P< .05
**P<,.01
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TABLX A.3

AHALTSI8 OF VARIAICE TABLE
FOR BFU8HHO TEETH (CHILORD)

...... ..

—

8ource

-..
DF

MS

Income

5

8.20**

Education

9

1.99

Occupation

8

1.52

Family Llfa Cycla

7

8.33**

Haalth Information

1

1.39

Attitude toward Education

1

6.15

Attitude tovard Doctor*

1

1*.36*

Powerleas Attitude

1

0.23

Parochial Attitude

1

o.fco

Error

531

TOTAL

565

*P <.05
**P<.01
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TABLX A.b

ANALYSIS OP VARIAICE TABLK
FOR EYE EYAMIEATIOE (PATHER)

Source

DP

MS

Income

5

0.1b

Education

9

0.30

Occupation

8

0.17

Family Life Cycle

lb

0.30*

Health Information

1

0.02

Attitude toward Education

1

0.06

Attitude toward Doctors

1

0.13

Powerless Attitude

1

0.11

Parochial Attitude

1

0.03

Error

*76

TOTAL

517

•P <. 05

TABLE A. 5 AHALYSI8 OP VARIAICE TABLE
FOR EYE EYANHATIOI (MOTHER)

Source

BP

MS

Incase

5

0.5S"

Education

9

0.71**

Occupation

8

0.29

Paally Life Cycle

16

0.1*

Health Information

1

0.*7

Attitude toward Education

1

0.00

Attitude toward Doctors

1

0.*2

Powerless Attitude

1

0.07

Parochial Attitude

1

0.07

Error

6oo

TOTAL

6*3

*«P< .01
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TABLE A.6

AKALY8IS OF YARIAICX T A B U TOR
EXE EXANHATIOI (CHILDREl)

Source

D7

MB

Incoae

5

0.28

Education

9

0.31

Occupation

8

0.26

Paaily Life Cycle

7

0.77##

Health Information

1

0.01

Attitude toward Education

1

0.33

Attitude toward Doctors

1

1.06*

Foverlesa Attitude

1

0.08

Parochial Attitude

1

0.3>»

Error

U56

TOTAL

1*90

*P< .05
•*P< .01
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TABLE A.7

AHALT8IS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR
SMALLPOX v a c c h a t i o n (f a t h e r )

... ..... . ... "
Source

*
DF

MS

Io c o m

5

0.1*2

Education

9

1.05**

Occupation

6

0.1*3*

Paaily Life Cycle

Ik

0.27

Health Infornatlon

1

0.58

Attitude toward Education

1

0.09

Attitude toward Doctors

1

O.ll*

Powerless Attitude

1

0.97*

Parochial Attitude

1

0.07

Error

1*91

TOTAL

532

*P < .05
•*P<.01
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TA B U A.8

AIALY8I8 OF YARIAECE TABLl FOR
SMALLPOX VACCUATIOI (MOTHER)

Source

DF

M8

Incase

5

0.5**

Education

9

0.75**

Occupation

8

0.92**

Family Llfa Cycle

16

0.1»7*#

Health Information

1

1.18#

Attitude toward Education

1

0.00

Attitude toward Doctors

1

0.02

Powerless Attitude

1

0.A8

Parochial Attitude

1

0.08

Error

559

TOTAL

602

•P< .05
*«P<.01
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TABLE A.9

AHALYSI8 OF VAB1AICI TABLE FOR
s ma ll p ox v a c c h a t t o e (cHxumar)

8ource

DF

MS

Income

5

0.67**

Education

9

0.68**

Occupation

8

0.63**

Fully LIfa Cycle

7

o.6l**

Health Information

1

0.16

Attitude toward Education

1

0.26

Attitude toward Doctors

1

0.U7

Powerless Attitude

1

0.90*

Parochial Attitude

1

o.6l*

Error

*89

TOTAL

523

*P< .05
**P<.01
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TABL1 A.10

AHALY8IS OP VARIAHCK TABLK FOR
POLIO VACCIHATIOH (FATHER)

Source

DF

MS

Iacoow

5

0.08

Education

9

0.3*»

Occupation

8

0.12

Family Life Cycle

Ik

Health Information

1

0.36

Attitude toward Education

1

0.01

Attitude toward Doctors

1

0.71

Powerlesa Attitude

1

0.02

Parochial Attitude

1

0.01

Error

kk6

TOTAL

U87

**P<.01

0.58»«
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TABUS A. 11

AIALT8I8 OP VARIAICE TABLE FOR
POLIO VACCHATIOJI (MOTHER)

...... ....... 1""' .
Source

DP

I

.... .
MS

Incoae

5

1.25—

Education

9

0.3*

Occupation

8

0.38

Easily Life Cycla

16

Health Information

1

0.23

Attitude toward Education

1

0.05

Attitude toward Doctors

1

1.57**

Powerless Attitude

1

0.00

Parochial Attitude

1

0.06

Error

5*5

TOTAL

588

••PC .01

0.85**
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TABLE A.12

AKALT8I8 OF VARXAVCK TABLI FOR
POLIO YACCIKATIOV (CHILDREN)

Source

DF

MB

Incoae

5

0.31*

Education

9

0.36**

Occupation

8

0.2U

Faally Life Cycle

7

0.10

Health Information

1

0.78*

Attitude toward Education

1

0.25

Attitude toward Doctora

1

0.96**

Powerless Attitude

1

0.01

Parochial Attitude

1

0.10

Error

3*3

TOTAL

377

•P^.05
**P<.01
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TABUC A.13

AIALY8I8 OF VARIAHCE T A B U FOR
THE VALUE OF PHYSICAL CHECKUPS

Source

DF

MB

Income

5

0.25*

Education

9

0.05

Occupation

8

0.11

Fimily Life Cycle

16

0.12

Health Information

1

0.35

Attitude toward Education

1

0.01

Attitude toward Doctors

1

1.17**

Powerless Attitude

1

0.09

Parochial Attitude

1

0.00

Error

595

TOTAL

638

*P < .05
**P <.01

TABLE A.lb

LEAST-8QUARES PARTIAL REQRESSIOI COEFFICDBT8
ASSOCIATED WITH THE U D E P H D H T VARIABLE FOR
THE PREVB T IVE HEALTH VARIABLES

IAMB (Dmndnit)

Intercept

Health
Information

Attitude
toward
Education

Attitude
toward
Doctors

Powerless
Attitude

Parochial
Attitude

Brushing Teeth (Father)

2.9T

-0.10

0.02

-0.01

0.02

0.03

Brushing Teeth (Mother)

2.12

-0.03

-0.00

-0.02

0.01

0.00

Brushing Teeth (Children)

3.b6

-0.06

-0.05

-0.0b

0.01

0.01

Epe tarsalnation (Father)

1.2b

0.01

-0.01

-0.00

0.00

0.00

tjre Examination (Mother)

1.51

-o.ob

-0.00

-0.01

0.00

-0.00

Ere Examination (Children)

1.50

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

0.00

-0.01

Basilpox Vaccination (Father)

1.27

0.0b

-0.01

-0.00

0.01

-0.00

Smallpox Vaccination (Mother)

1.10

0.06

-0.00

-0.00

0.01

0.00

Smallpox Vaccination (Children)

1.32

0.02

-0.01

-0.01

0.01

-0.01

Folio Vaccination (Father)

1.32

0.0b

0.00

-0.01

0.00

0.00

Folio Vaccination (Mother)

l.bo

0.03

-0.01

-0.01

0.00

0.00

Folio Vaccination (Children)

1.09

0.06

-0.01

-0.01

0.00

-0.01

Value of Phralcal Checkups

1.73

0.03

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00
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APPENDIX B

THE MOHTAIA STATE UUVHffllTY AGRICULTURAL EXPEFIMEHT STATIOV MEDICAL
CARE AID HEALTH PRACTICES STUDY

H u m of Respondent

Codo

Address
Date of Interview
Time of Interview:

Begin

End

I n t e r v i e w e r __________________ ____

RECORD OP UH8UCCES8PUL CALLS
Dete/Tlne

_______ Reason
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Hext Step
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PIR8T OP ALL, I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME
qUPTIOre ABOUT TOUR PAMILT.___________
1.

Who la tha baad of yourfamily?
1
Father
2
Mother
____
Other If "Other", what la the relationship?____
3

2.

Who are the — ahera of the fMlly living here with you?

Individual

Relation to Heed

Sex

Ace

3. What la your aarltal atatua?
1
Harried and living with wife (huaband)
_
2___ Wife (huaband) deceaaed
____
3
Divorced
U
Separated
5
1ever Married (SKIP TO QUH3TI0I 6)
U.

How nany children do you have that are not living here with you?
_
1___ Hone
_
2___ Huaber children (WRITE HUMBHt TM BLAIK)

5.

How nany of the children that are not lirlng with you do you nee
frequently (once a week or oftener)?
1

lone
___
_
2___ lumber children eeen frequently (WRITE HUMBHt IH BLAIK)
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6.

Bow long hare you lired in this county?
1
2
3

7.

Leas than on* year
Ona to fire years
Six to tan years
More than tan years

How nany relatires lira close by?

(OTHER THAR CHILDRBO

1
Bona
_
2__ Seraral
___
A great aany
3
8.

Bow nany relatires do you see as often as once a week? (OTHER THAI
CHILDRER)
1___Bone
_
_
2___ Ifunber of relatires seen frequently (WRIT1 JIUMBIR)

9*

Do you rlsit frequently with neighbors?
_
1___Almost erery day
_
2___8ereral tlass a week
____Once
3
a week
U____ Less than once a week

10.

How aany of your neighbors would you call really close friends?
1
Many close friends
2
____
8o s m close friends
____
3
A few close friends
H
Bo close friends

11.

Do you often ask friends or relatires for adrlce when you hare
probleas, such as illness, in the faaily?
X____ Yes

Y

12.

(IT "IB")

Who seems to hare the best adrlce when soasone
is sick? (HAHD RE8POBDBHT CARD #1)
1
Children
_
2___ Other relatires
3
Friends
U____ Belghbors
____
5
Husband (or wife)
6
Bo one

Bo

Do you hare a regular fsally doctor?
X

Yes

Y

Bo

(IF "YES") Who is the really doctor?
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13.

Bar* you changed faaily doctors in tha last couple of yaaraT
X

Tea

Y____ Ho
lH.

15.

(IF "YRB")

(SKIP TO QUESTION #15)

Are you aore satisfied with your new doctor?
1____ Yes

Why?____________________________

2

Why?

Ho

Do you consider your doctor to be a personal friend or is your
relationship pretty businesslike?
_
1___ Friend
2
Businesslike

Would you like to keep It that way?
1
Yes Why?________________________

2

16.

Why did you change: (HA1D RESP. CARD #2)
1
Wasn't doing any good for ua
2
Charged too auch
____
3
Waa too old
k
Didn’t keep iqp-to-date
5
Changed to a specialist
6
Better with the children
7___ lew doctor in town
_
8
Other What?____________________ _

Ho

Why?.

Do you feel that your doctor treats you Just about like he treats
everybody else?
_
1___ Yes
_
2___ Ho

Why?
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MOW I'D LUCE TO ASK SOME QUE8TI0M8 ABOUT
THE KH D 8 OP THIMOS THAT TOUR FAMILY DOES
ABOUT EVHtTDAT HEALTH CARB.
17.

Hov long has It boon sine* tha aaabars of your faaily had a physical
chackup froa a doctor?

Indiridual

18.

1-3 aos.

U-12 aos.

1-2 yrs.

orar 2 yrs.

Do you feal that physical chackups ara usually a wasta of tiaa and
aonay?
_
1___ Yas
_
2___ Mo

Why?________________________________________________
Why?_______________________________________________
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19*

What Is tha average nuabar of times that your fsally aaabars do tha
following things7

Dally
12 3

Itam
Brush Teeth

Father
Mother
Children

Taka Vitamins

Father
Mother
tiillAran

Physical
Checkup

Father
Mother
Children

Dental
Checkup

Father
Mother
Children

Fresh Fruit
in Diet

Father
Mother
Children

Taka Baths

20.

21.

Weekly
1 2 3 k 5

Monthly
1 2
3

Yearly
1 2
3 k

Father
Mother
Children

How aany hours slaap do the aaabars of your fsally gat on tha average?
1
2
3
k
5
6

Less than 6 hours
6 hours
7 hours
(Father)
8 hours
9 hours
More than 9 hours

1
2
3
1*
5
6

Less than 6 hours
6 hours
7 hours
(Children)
8 hours
9 hours
More than 9 hours

1
2
3
1*
5
6

Less than 6 hours
6 hours
7 hours
(Mother)
8 hours
_9 hours
More than 9 hours

How would you taka care of a bad cold In your family?
CARD #3 GET 1ST, 2ND, A 3RD ACTI0M8)

(HAND REBP.

1____Sea tha doctor Immediately
_
_____Sea
2
tha doctor If a hacking cough developed
____
3
Cara for tha cold by keeping tha parson In bad
U____ Keep tha parson In bad and use cold remedies you hare at home
_____Sea
5
tha druggist and ask hla for a good cold remedy
6
Let the parson carry on his daily work If ha could
_
7___ Don’t worry about It since colds gat batter anyway
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22.

Can you tall an aoaa of tha syaptoas that a paraoa has if ha has
haart dlsaaaaT (CHICK CARD 10. 6 FOR CORRKT 8XNFT0M8)
1
2
3

23.

Iona
luabar of syaptoas corract
Raabar of syaptoas lncorract

Haya you read a magazine artlcla or nawapapar story in tha last thraa
aonths that talked shout any disease?
1
Bona (SKIP TO QW8TI0I #25)
2
Onn
____
3
Two or thraa articles
k____ Several artlclas

2k.

Would you tall aa something about tha article (or one of tha articles)?
1
Unable to recall anything about tha article
____
2
Had ainlaal information about tha artlcla
____
3
Was articulate about tha artlcla

25.

Which of the following symptosu hare aaabars of your family had in
tha last year?

Disposition
Syaptoas
Toothache...........................
Persistant pains in Joints ...........
Poor rislon: for distant or close work
or reading .........................
Persistant Headaches ................
Accidental injuries; broken bones, head
or severe injuries, accidental
poisoning, snake bites, etc...........
Repeated or persistent backache.......
"Rupture", hernia, or wearing of truss .
Severe shortness of breath: after doing
light work .........................
Persistent skin rashes or itching of
skin: breaking out (one week or more). .

Ho.
of
Sva.

Ho.
Treat

Hoae
R.

Dr.

Hon
or.
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Disposition
Ho.
of
Sm.

flymptoms
Unexplained tiredness: regularly........
Continued loss of appetite..............
Repeated or persistent swelling of anklea
(2 weeks or sore) ......................
Repeated or prolonged pains in the
stomach or anywhere in the ahdoaen. . . .
Asthea.......................... . . . .
Running Ears:

watery, bloody pus . . . .

Repeated nosebleeds not due to blow or
injury.................................
Unable to chew food: "sore teeth" or
teeth m i s s in g..........................
Unexplained loss of weight: persons over
18, 10 lbs. or more in last 6 months
(persons under 18, any unexplained loss).
Sore mouth: due to plates or bridges. . .
Fainting spells: stuttering, staaMring,
nervous breakdowns, fits, convulsions . .
Persistent cough (except cold in chest) .
Lumps or unusual discolored patches on
skin...................................
Persistent pain in chest................
Repeated or frequent bleeding of gums . .
Coughing or spitting blood..............
Open or running sores that do not heal;
leg or foot ulcers, others..............
Repeated vomiting: several days or more .

Ho.
Treat

Home
R.

Dr.

lonDF-
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26.

Have may of your family members mrmr had may serious illness?
X____ Yes
T

(If "Tm " ) What waa it?__________________________

Ho
Did thla eauae any permanent change In your llfaf
X

Yaa

(If "Yes")

What changes?__________________

Y____ Ho
27.

If loaaont In your family vara takan aarloualy 111 rmry suddenly,
whom mould you eallT (GST 1ST ft 2HD CALLS)
1__________________________________________________________________

2

28.

Bara tha members of your family had tha following procedures?

Procedure

FATHER

MOTHER

CHILD

CHILD

CHILD

CHILD

--CHILD

TB X-ray.............
Smallpox vaccination..
Eyes checked.........
DPT shots............
Polio vaccination....
29.

Do you carry any haalth insurance?

X____Yea

What Kind?__________________________________________

Y____Ho

Why not?

(HAHD RESP. CARD 0 k )

_
1___ Too expensive
_
2___Didn't uae it anough to make it pay
____Don't
3
baliare in it
k____ Don't know anything about it
____
5
It never paya off whan you naad it
6
It doaan't pay all of tha b l U a anyway
7
Other What?___________________________________
30.

Can you tall me tha names of soma of tha most serious illnesses that
afflict persons In our society? (CHECK CARD 05 FOR CORRECT
ILLNES8ES)
_
1___ Hone
2
Humber of serious illnesses (WRITE HUMBER H
____
3
Humber Incorrect

SPACE)
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31.

Hov oftan do you road the nevspaper?
_
1___Hot at all
2
Onca or tvlce a veek
____Daily
3
b____ Mora than ona nevspaper dally
5____ Daily plua a veekly nawapapar

32.

Hov often do you read aagazlnes or other periodicals?
_
1___ Hot at all
2
Only the religious aagasinas
____
3
Soldo*
b
Onca a vaak
____
8everal tiaas a vaak
5
6
Daily
_
7___ It's tha way I spend aost of my tiaa

33.

Do any of tha aaabars of your fsally belong to any of tha follovlng
organizations?
1
Political party organization (actively)
2
FHA
__
3 __ FFA
b____ Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts
5
Hosa demonstration club
6
b-H club
7___ Fara Bureau
_
_
8___ Church groups (actively)
9___ Civic organisation
_
10____ Fraternal organization
11____ League of Woaen Voters
12____ A union
1 3____ Other What? 1_______________________ 2___________________

31*.

Do you have tha follovlng in your hoaa?
Radio

Tea

Hov auch do you_listen?_____ Hrs. a vaak

Ho
TV

Yes

Hov auch do you vatch?_____Hrs. a vaak

Ho
35.

Hava you aver asked for inforaatlon about any subject froa ona of the
follovlng sources?
_
1___ County agent
2
County hoaa deaonstratlon agent
____
3
State governmental agencies
k____ Federal governmental agencies
____
5
Any college or university
6
Any other source What?_______________________________________
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36. Bar* either you or your (spouse) taken any extension classes, adult
education classes, or other kinds of Instruction since you finished
your foraal education?
X

Yes

What kind?

___________________________________

I___ Ho
THE POLLOWIHO STATBOaTPS ARE THIHOS THAT ARE OFTEN
VIEWED DIFFHREHTLY BY DIFFEREIT PEOPLE. WOUU) YOU
PLEASE GIVE ME YOUR IDEA8 ABOUT THEM.______________
1.

You can learn worm by working at a job than by attending any
university.
1

2.

Agree

Agree

Agree

2____ Disagree

3

Undecided

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Doctors ask you to coae back for examinations when you really don't
need to.
1____ Agree

9.

Undecided

The aedlcal profeesIon Is about the highest calling a aan can have
In this country.
1

8.

3

Life on this earth isn't as iaportant as life after death.
1_____Agree

7.

2____ Disagree

If you wait long enough you can get over aost any Illness.
1_____Agree

6.

Undecided

It seeas like good health Is getting aore expensive all of the tine.
1_____Agree

5.

3

Illness and trouble are ways that Ood has of shoving His displeasure.
1

U.

2____ Disagree

Doctors and dentists bother a person about paying their bill aore
than any other people In town.
1

3.

Agree

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Soae of the old fashioned r a w dies are still better than the things
you get at the drugstore.
1_____Agree

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided
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10.

People really can't do auch about thalr health; It'e either good
or bad no natter vhat they do.
1

11.

Agree

2____ Disagree

Agree

2____ Disagree

Agree____________ 2____ Disagree

Agree

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

3____ Undecided

Agree

2____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2

Disagree

3____Undecided

All that hospitals care about is your noney.
1

21.

3____ Undecided

Once you've had heart disease your days are nunbered.
1

20.

3____ Undecided

God isn't very concerned over Just one sick person.
1

19.

Undecided

When one's tine is up, there's nothing that he can do about it.
1____ Agree___________ 2____ Disagree

18.

3

If I could avoid it, I'd Just as soon stay away fron doctors.
1

17.

Undecided

The trouble with going into business is that you're very likely to
lose whatever you've saved over the years.
1____ Agree___________ 2____ Disagree

16.

3

Personal health Is largely a natter of a persons choice and strong
will power.
1____ Agree___________ 2____ Disagree

15.

3____Undecided

I've had to work hard for everything I've gotten In life.
1

lU.

Undecided

I'm scared everytlne I go to see a doctor.

1
13.

3

It'e a lot better for the average person to put hie eoney In
soasthlng safe, auch as a bank or goveraseut bonds.
1____ Agree

12.

2____ Dleagree

Agree

2____ Disagree

3

Undecided

Twenty or thirty dollars a day for a hospital rooa seens like way
too euch for the kind of service you get.
1

Agree

2____ Disagree

3____Undecided
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22.

There are really vary few people that you can count on.
1

23.

Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2

Agree

Disagree

3

goes on.

Undecided

like a pretty dangerous thing to do.

2_____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2_____Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2_____ Disagree

3

Undecided

Agree

2_____Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2_____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Agree

2_____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

Quitting work and retiring is a sure way to shorten your life.
1

33.

2

God expects a — n to work hard in this life.
1

32.

Agree

It's a good thing that — st people get veil anyvay or doctors would
be out of business.
1

31.

3____ Undecided

People see— d to enjoy life — re when they worked with their hands
instead of a lot of — chlnery.
1

30.

Disagree

Hard work still counts for more than all of the nev ideas you can
learn in college.
1

29.

2

Most of the things that doctors tell you to do really don't have
much to do with getting veil.
1

28.

Agree

Fluoridation of water see—
1

27.

3____ Undecided

Poor people sees to get poorer and have less as ti—
1

26.

Disagree

It's pretty far-fetched for us to believe that ve can really lick
diseases like cancer and heart trouble.
1

25.

2

Doctors don't really car* hov auch it's going to coat vh*n th*y
giv* you a prescription.
1

24.

Agree

Agree

2_____ Disagree

3____ Undecided

The best kind of doctor is one who is a friend of the faally and
knovs all about you.
1

Agree

2_____ Disagree

3____ Undecided
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3k.

A m b can be happy at any Job If ha aats his mind to It.
1

35.

Agree

2

Agree

2

3

Undecided

3

Undecided

3___ Undecided

Most of the doctors nowadays seem to order you around as if you were
a little child.
2____ Disagree

3___ Undecided

Most of the new government programs dealing with poverty really
don't help anybody very much.
1_____ Agree

1*0.

Disagree

2____ Disagree

1_____ Agree
39.

Disagree

Most of the politicians and businessmen really don't care what
happens to the little guy.
1_____ Agree

38.

3___ Undecided

Borrowing money for almost any reason newer seems to pay off.
1

37.

2____ Disagree

The doctor's offlea doesn't see* to be the same comfortable place
to go that It used to be.
1

36.

Agree

2____ Disagree

3___ Undecided

I never need to take all the medicine the doctor prescribes.
1_____ Agree

2____ Disagree

3___ Undecided

kl. The doctor tells you to take time off from your Job if you are sick
even though he knows you can't afford to.
1_____ Agree

2____ Disagree

3___ Undecided

THE FOLLOWIBO QU18TI0If8 ARE ABOUT WHAT SORT OF
PEOPLE YOU ARE. HERB 13 THE FIRST QUE8TI0I...
1 . We are the sort of people who. . .

Tes

Ho

T
talk things over with friends and relatives before
we decide important things.
believe in keeping going even if we don't feel well.
stick to the solid, old-fashioned way of life.
don't depend on doctors for every little illness.
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1.

coat'd (we are the sort of people vho. . .)
Toa

So

t

____ _____ believe that Ood takas car* of thosa vho believe in
Hia.
____ _____ don't stay in bad Just bacausa the doctor tails us
to.
_____ ______ ____

feel that tha doctor knovs what is bast for us.

____ ____

bailors that Ministers and doctors are "called” to
thalr professions by soas special power.

____ ____

don't create a disturbance in tha coaaunity Just
bacausa things aren't handled right.

____ _____ Just want to be let alone by our neighbors.
_____ ____ wouldn't like to lira in the city where you don't
know anyone.
____ ____ taka care of ourselves in tlass of trouble.
____ ____

are good friends with our doctor and dentist.

____ ____

believe that a college education is necessary to
get very far in the world.

___

____ would rather pay big doctor bills than take a chance
on getting seriously ill.

___

____

____ ____

are really concerned that we hare all of the right
things in our diet.
believe that this world is truly fill of troubles
and that the next one will be better.

____ _____ believe that the average individual doesn't have
auch to say about what will happen to hia.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ARE DE8I0NED TO HELP US
CLA88IFY INDIVIDUALS IH THE STUDY IN VARIOUS WAYS.
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE INFORMATION YOU GIVE
US IS ACCURATE OTHBWISE THE ERRORS IN OUR DATA
WILL TEND TO LEAD TO INCORRECT CONCLUSIONS.
PLEASE HELP U8 BY GIVING AS ACCURATE INFORMATION AS
YOU CAN,_________________________________________
What it tha last year of school attended by all adult members of
your family presently living at home?
College 1 2 3 k

Spouse.......

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

College 1 2 3 k

Grown Children:

1 2 3 U 5 6

9 10 11 12

College 1 2 3 k

Grown Children:

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

College 1 2 3 U

Grown Children:

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

College 1 2 3 U

t-

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CO

Head of Family:

What vaa the family Income last year (Adjusted Gross Income)?
____
1
Below $3500
_
2___ $3500 to $5000
_
3___ Between $5000 and $6000
k ____ Between $6000 and $7000
5
Between $7000 and $10,000
_
6___ Over $10,000
What was the principle occupation of the family head during this
last year?

If other members of the family had permanent or ssml-permanent Jobs,
what were they?

Do you own land or real estate?
_
1___ Yes
2

How much? (approximately)
(Value?)

No

How long have you lived at your present address?
____
1
less than one year
2
one to two years
_
3___three to four years
U____ five to seven years
____
5
eight to ten years
6
more than ten years
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7.

Would you call youreelf a farmer?
_
1____Tea

2

So

(If "Yea")

Vhat portion of your income derlrea from
faming?
1
0-2k t
3_____ 50-7**
_
2___ 25-*9*
*_____ 75-100*

(If "So",
go to Queetlon #10)

8. What do you estiaate the ralue of your f a m to be?

9.

10.

(approximately)

Doea the f a m hare a mortgage?
1

Yes

2

So

(If "Yes") Approximately vhat ie the alse of the
mortgage?

Are any membera of your family nov following doctor1a ordera for any
reaaon?
1

Yea

2

So

(If "Yea")

What kind of ordera?
_
1___ Takea medicine regularly
_
2___ Diet
____
3
Can't work too hard (no violent exerclae)
*____ Quit or cut down on aaoklng
____
5
Take vitamina
6
Regular houra (enough aleep)
7
Other What?_________________________

(If "BO", go to Queatlon #12)

11.

Pleaae explain briefly vhat you muat do under doctor'a ordera.

12.

Being Juat aa objective about youraelf aa you can, hov cloaely do
you follow the doctor'a ordera?
1
Hardly at all
_
2___ Only part of the time
____
3
Fairly veil
U____ Moat of the time
5
I follow ordera "to the letter"
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13.

If m m o q i else in your fsally aust follow doctor's orders, do you
see to It that it gets done?
1
Hardly at all
____
2
Only part of the tlas
3
Fairly well
U____ Most of the time
5
I see to it that theyfollow orders

l1*.

"to the letter”

Mould you tell ae rery briefly what there is about your doctor and
dentist that you particularly like or dislike.

WELL, THAT’S ALL OF THE QUESTIONS. THANK YOU T O Y MUCH
FOR YOUR TIME. THE ANSWERS YOU HAVE GIVEN ME WILL HELP
T O Y MUCH IN UNDERSTANDING SOME OF THE IDEAS PEOPLE HAVE
ABOUT HEALTH AND THE KIND8 OF HEALTH PRACTICE8 THEY USE.
WE REALLY APPRECIATE YOUR HELP. ____________________
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THE UlIVEBSITY OP MAIITOBA MEDICAL
CABS AID HEALTH PRACTICES STUDY*

Cod*__________
Addr***
Dote of Interrlev
Tia* of Interriew:

Began

Bad.

Interrlever____________________________________________

RECORD OP U18UCCES8PUL CALLS
Date/Tlae

___________ R—

on

lent 8t*p

•Practically tb* n m questionnaire n a used in Churchill, PIin Plon end
The Pee. The differences between the questionnaires will be noted
within this questionnaire.
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Viluri1 01 ALL, I'D L m 90 ASK YOU 8GMS
QCTBTIOiB ABOUT TOOR FAMILY__________
1.

Vho is the h M d
1

AC. 5

of yourfttllyf

Father
_
2___ Mother
_
3____Other If "Other", vhat Is the relationship?

AC.6

AC. 7
2.

Vho are the —

hers of the fsaily 11ring here vith you?
AC. 8

Individual

Relation to Bond
wHXAb"

Axe

Sex

AC.9
3.

Vhat is your aarltal status?
1

Married sad living vlth vife(husband)
_
2___ Vife (husband) deceased
3
Divorced
4
Separated
5
Merer Married (SOP TO QUE8TIQI 6)

U.

Bov nany children do you have that are not living here
vith you?
1
2

5.

AC.10

lone
limber Children (VRITB 1UNBZR IX SLAVIC)

AC. 11

Bov nany of the children that are not living vlth you do
you see frequently (once a veek or oftener)?
AC. 12
1

6.

Bone
luaber children seen frequently (VRITB IUMBIR H
BLAXK)

Bov long have you lived in (
_
1___ Less than one year
2
One to five years
_
3___ .Six to ten years
4
More than ten years

of City)?

(This District?)

AC.13

AC.14

AC.15
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7•

(HARD RKP. CARD #1)
Do jou feel that any athnie croup la predonlnant in your
neighborhood?
1

Yea

(IF I B )

AC.16

Which one?
_
1___ Jawiah
2
Franoh
____
3
Ukrainian
k
Hannonita
5
Huttarita
6
Indian
7
Qeman
8
Othar VhatT_________________

2
8.

Mo

Ara you a —
1

AC.17

Taa

AC. 18
bar of an athnlc group?
(IF I B )

Which oaa?
1
Jawiah
2
Franch
3
Ukrainian
It
Hannonita
____
Huttarita
5
6___ Indian
_
____
7
Goman
8___ Othar What?_________________

2____*o
9.

How nany ralatiraa lira cloaa by?
1
2

3
10.

AC.19

AC.20
(OTHER THAR CHIUDRXR)

Iona
8araral
A great nany

AC. 21

How nany ralatiraa do you aaa aa often aa once a weak?
(OTHER THAI CHLDRXI)
_
1___ Iona
lunbar of ralatiraaaaan frequently

2

(WRITE IUMBKR)
AC. 22

11.

Do you riait frequently with naighbore?
1
2

Alnoet arery day
Sararal tinea a weak
3
Once a weak
k____ Leaa than once a weak

12.

How nany of your neighbora would you call really d o a e frienda?
1

2
3
k

Manr cloaa frienda
Bone cloaa frienda
A few cloaa frienda
Ho cloaa frienda

AC.23
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13.

Do you ofton u k friends or relatlvee for sdrleo vhen you
hacre problem sueh as Ulnoss In tbs faartly?
1

Tos

(IF TIB)

Vho seem to have tho bust adrc.ee vhen
eomone Is slckf (BAID R S F O B D B T
CARD #2)
1
Children
2 __ Other relatives
Friends
3
k
Belnhbors
Husband (or vife)
5__
6
Bo one

2
lk.

AC.2k

AC. 25

AC.26

Bo

Do you have s regular faaily doctor?
1

Tss

(IF TKS)

(Who Is tbs fmily doctor?_________ )

AC. 27

_
2___ Bo
1$.

Hare you chanced fasdly doctors in the last couple of years?
AC. 28
1____ Tea

(IF TSB)

Why did you change?

(HABD RBP. CARD
#3)
1
Wasn't doing any good for us
2
Charred too auch
3
Was too old
k
Didn't keep up-to-date
5
Changed to a specialist
_
6___ Better vlth the children
7
Bev doctor In town
8
Other What?________________

AC. 29

AC. 30
2____BO
16.

(OOP TO QUETTIOI 17)

Are you nore satisfied vlth your nev doctor?
1____Tes

Why?____________________________
AC. 31

2

17.

Bo

Why?

Do you consider your doctor to be a personal friend or la
your relationship pretty businesslike?
_
1___ Friend
2
Businesslike

AC.32

Would you like to keep It that vay?
1
Tes Why?____________________
2

Bo

Why?

AC. 33
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18. Do 70a feel that jour doctor treats you Just about like ho

AC. 3*

treats everybody else?
1
Tes
_
2___ Bo

19*

Arc you living near jour fasdly doctor or clinic?
1

20.

AC.35
Why?_______________________________________

Tes
_
2___ Bo

Approximate distance (Blocks) _______________
(For Tes A Bo)

AC.36
AC. 37

What are the 3 major reasons for your selecting this doctor as
your family doctor? (Band resp. card #3; rank answer)
AC. 38
near place of work
advice of ftriends
advice of relatives
adrice of neighbors
selected by husband (or vife)
near place of residence
belongs to ay ethnic group
needed a particular specialist
other, specify

AC.39

AC.40

AC. Ill

BOW I'D L m TO ASK 80MB (EJBTIQE8 ABOUT
TEE KXBD6 OF THH06 THAT TOUR FAMILY D O B
ABOUT IVBRTDAT HEALTH CARE.____________
AC. 42
21.

Hov long has it been since the members of your fsmily had a
physical checkup from a doctor?
AC. 43
Individual
"HEAD"

1-3 mos.

4-12 nos.

1-2 vrs.

OVwT C JTVs
AC. 44

AC. 45
22.

Do you feel that physical checkups are usually a vasts of time
and money?
AC. 46
_
1___ Tes

Why?________________________________________
AC.47

_
2___ Bo

Why?_______________________________________
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23.

How would you taka ear* of a bad eold la your fanllyT
(HAH) FX8P. CARD #5 Q P 18T AID 2HD ACTI0H8)
1
2
3
k
5
6
7

2k.

AC.k8

Saa tha doctor 1— Hatilj
Baa tha doetor if a hacking eon^t davalopad
Cara for tha eold by keeping the paraon in bad
laap tha paraon in bad and uaa eold renadlaa you hare
at boa*
Saa tha drugglat and aak hia for a good eold ranady
Let tha paraon earry on hia daily work if ha could
Don't worry about it alnca colda gat batter anyway

Vhat la tha average nuhber of tiaaa that your family —
do the following thlngaf

hera

AC.k9

AC. 50

AC. 51
AC. 52

Daily
12 3

Item
Bruah Teeth

Take Vitamina

Weekly
1 2 3 k 5

Monthly
12 3

Taerly
I 2 3 k

Pather
Mother
Children
Father
Mother
Children

AC.53
AC.5k
AC. 55
AC.56

’ather
Mother
Children

AC. 57

Phyalcal
Checkup

pathar
Mother
Uiildren

AC.59

Dental
Checkup
FTcah Fruit
in Diet

pathar
(other
Children

AC.58

AC.60
AC.61
AC.62

Kxerciae

patber
lothar
Thlldran

AC.63
AC. 6k

25.

Can you tell ne acme of the ayuptome that a paraon baa if he
haa heart dlaeaaeT (CHSCE CARD 10. 6 FOR C0RR1CT 81NFT0N8)
1
2
3

lone
lumber of ayaptcna correct
laaber of ay^toma incorrect

AC.65
AC.66

AC. 67
26.

Bar* you road a aagasln* article or navapapar atory in tha
laat three montha that talked about any dlaaaaat

AC.68
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_
1___ Kan* (SKIP TO QDBTIOI #28)
2
One
3
Two or throo articles
k
8m r t l articles

AC. 69
AC.70

27.

Mould you toll no ■asothlng about tbo artlelo (or one of
tho artleloo)T
1
2
3

28.

AC. 71

Unablo to rocall anything about tho artlelo
Had nlnlnal Information about tha artlelo
Mao artieulato about tho artlelo

AC.72

Which of tho following synptous hawo ambers of your foally
had in tho last yoarf (Soporato C I P)

BC.5

Disposition
Symptoms

Ho.
of

am.

Xo
Home
Treat R.

Dr.

■onDr.

Toothache.........................
Persistent pains in Joints.........
Poor rlslon: for distant or close
work or reading....................

BC.6

Persistent Headaches...............
Accidental injuries; broken bones,
head or severe injuries, accidental
poisoning, snake bites, etc........
Repeated or persistent backache.....
"Rupture", hernia, or wearing of
truss.................... .
Serere shortness of breath:
after doing light work.............
Persistent skin rashes or itching
of skin: breaking out (one week
or more.
Unexplained tiredness: regularly....
Continued loss of appetite.........
Repeated or persistent swelling of
ankles (2 weeks or nore)...........

BC.7
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Disposition
Bpnptom
Repeated or prolonged pains in
the stonach or anywhere in tho
tbdOMB ................................ ......... . ■•

Bo.
of
am .

Bo
Bom
Treat R.

Dr.

BonDr.
BC.8

Asthna............................
Running Inrs: watery, bloody pus........
Ropootod noaohloodn not duo to
hlov or injury............................................
Unable to chev food: "sore
teeth" or teeth nlssing............
Unexplained loee of weight:
persona over 18, 10 lbs. or acre
in last 6 wraths (persons under
18, any unexplained loss)......................

BC.9

Sore south: due to plates or
bridges...........................
Painting spells: stuttering,
stnamring nervous breakdowns,
fits, convulsions..................
Persistent cough (except cold in
chest)....... ......... .
Lunps or unusual discolored
patches on akin....................
Persistent pain in cheat........................

BC.10

Repeated or frequent bleeding
of gune...........................

BC.ll

Coughing or spitting blood.........

BC.12

Open or running sores that do not
heal; leg or foot ulcers, others....
Repeated vonitlng: several days
or nore..................... .....

BC.13
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29.

Hot * any of your fanily naabars ever had any aarloua
illness?
1

Taa

(IF TIB)

Vhat vma it?________________________

BC.lk

Did thia eaaaa any pamanant change la your Ufa?
1

Taa

(IF TES)

Vhat changes?_____________

BC.15

_
2___ Bo
BC.16

_
2___ Bo
30.

Do you carry Manitoba Madlcal Sarrlca Baalth InaurancaT
1

Taa (IF TEB)

Which kind?

H

HC

BOX

Bov loog have you baan a aubaerlbarf

BC.1T

BC.18
2____ Bo

(IF BO)

Why not?

(HABD REBP. CARD #7)

1
Too expensive
2
Don't uaa it enough toaaka it pay
____Don’
3
t believe in it
k
Don’t knov anything about it
5
Othar What?
31.

BC.19

Do you carry any othar kind of haalth or nodical insurance
baaldaa the Provincial Hospital Plan or Manitoba Nodical
Sarrlca?

BC.20

1____ Tes

BC.21

(IF TE8)

Vhat?_______________________________
Bov long have you baan a suboerlber?

Vhat are tha approxlaate Monthly
•pranluas?
2
32.

Bo

Bot including paynants for hospital or Medical insurance,
approxlaately vhat do your nodical and dental expenses
run each year?
1
2
3

k
5

BC.22

$0 - $2k
$25-199
$100 - $199
$200 - $299
$300 and over
BC.23
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33.

ApproxlMtely hcm w e b did your nodical and/or hospital
insurance contribute towards your nodical bills In tbs
last year?
BC.25

1__ $0 - $2k
_
_
2__ 125 - $99
_
3___ $100 - $199
k____ $200 - $299
5____ ,$300 and over
3k.

BC.26

Bars you or aaibira of your faally visited a doctor In
tbs last yssr 7 (Ssparsts C A P )
BC.27
_
1___Tes

(IP YE8)

Bov M a y visits?_________________

_
2___ Bo
BC.28
35.

Has a doctor M d s a professional call in your boas in
tbs last yaarf (Ssparsts C h P)
1

Tss

(IF IBS)

Bov M a y visitsT__________________

BC.29

_
2___ Bo
36.

Have you contactsd a doctor by telephone for advice in
tbs last ysarT (Separate C I P)
_
1___ Tss

_
2__ Bo
37.

(IF I B ) Bov often?____ lever
Once
2 - 3 tines
Mors tbsn 3 tines

BC.31

(IF B0 S U P TO QUBTI0B 38)

Did any of (these) calls result in a visit to the doctor
or by tbs doctor? (Separate C I P )
_
1___ Tes

BC.30

(IF I B )

BC.32

Bov near?
BC.33

_
2___ Bo
38.

Have you or any nsabsr of your fsally been a patient in
a hospital or nursing 1m m ?
1

Tes

2

_Ho

(IF I B )

How nany tines? 1
once
_
2___2 - 3 tines
3
More tbsn 3 tines
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39.

Ho t * any — liin of your tally had tha following
procedures! (COOX RM P 0H8 M ZV B O X B — 1 - *o; 2 ■ OCX;
3 - 2 or 3 TDCXB; k - NORX THAI 3 T3MXB)

Procedura

FATHBt

NOTBBI

CHILD CHILD COLD CHILD CHILD

Folio Vaccination
TB X-Baar or flkln Tact
taallnoi Vaccination
Bros Cheeked
DPT Shot*
Heart Checkus
Cancer Chackup
Diabetes Cbackun
BC.3h
ho.

If you vara suddenly fiaead vlth a $300 nedloal expanse, hov
difficult would you find It to pay without help fra* nodical
or hoapltal InaurancaT
1
____
alaost inpoaalhla
2
difficult (would naad lone tin*)
3
relatively aaay (could pay In abort tin*)
k
oould pay Iraadlately

hi.

Can you tall n* the nnaaa of sen* of tha aoat aarloua
lllnasaaa that afflict paraona In our society! (CHICK CARD
#8 FOB CORRECT ILLRSSK)
1
2
3

h2.

Iona
lunbar of aarloua lllnaaaaa (VRITXIUNHXR II 8PACX)
fuaber lncorract

BC.36

Bov oftan do you road tha nawapaparf
1
lot at all
2
One* or tvlca a weak
3
Dally
h____ Nor* than on* nawapapar dally
5
Dally plus a waakly nawapapar

h3.

BC.35

BC.37

Bow often do you road aagailnes or otbar parlodlealaT
BC.38
1
Hot at all
2
Only tb* religious nagaslnas
3
Saldon
h____ One* a waak
5
Sararal tlnaa a waak
6
Dally
_
7___ It'a tha vay I spand aoat of ay tin*
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kk.

Do any — bars of your faally M t l n l y belong to any voluntary
organisations (elube, associations, leagues, cliques, political
party, sodety)f (CODI S B OF MMB S R — 1 - Father; 2 - Morthar;
3 ■ Son; k ■ Daughter; 5 ■ All)

Base of Organisation
(abbreviate If naeaaaary

k$.

Do you bar* tha following In your honef
Radio

TV

>»6.

UntfiT
Type of Organisation
(all)
(8oolal, recreational,
bualneos. church, ethnic, ate.

Taa
lo

Bov aneh do you llatauf

Taa
lo

Bov wooh do you liatenT

BC.39
fra, a
vaak

BC.WO

Bra, a
vaak

BC.kl

Doaa your faally doctor haloug to your othnle groupT
BC.b2

1»T.

2

BC.^3

3____ don't kaov
k____ I don't belong to aa ethnic group

BC.tt

Doan any ■auibar of your faally apeak a language othar than
angliahf

BC.H5

1

yea (If yea)

2

no

epeclfy
BC.V6
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H8.

m a t la tha church affiliation of your faailyf (CODS DP0HIIdTIOl — 1 ■ Protestant; 2 ■ t a n a Catholic; 3 ■ Jovian;
k m Buttarlte; 5 ■ Hannonita; 6 ■ othar; 7 ■ none)

Faally Haabar

)»9.

Denoaiaatlon
Code

Church

Bara aithar you or your (spouse) taken any extension classes, b c .vt
adult education classes, or other kinds of instruction since
you finished your foraal education!
1

Tes

2

Bo

Vhat kindf ___________________________________

BC.hfl

~~ra» roLLowno sbbm w ah t b u m that ikt urra
TU M P D1PFM T L T IT PIITH W PKXPLI. VOOID TOU
PLIdgi QVIt 1B TOUB ID1A8 A B O W B 1 , ______________
1.

Tou can learn aore by working at a Job than by attending any
university.
1
Aarea
2_____ Disagree
3
Ohdeclded

CC.5

2.

Doctors and dentists bother a person about paying their bill
■ore than any other business people in town.
1
Agree
2_____ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.6

3.

Illness and trouble are vays that Ood has of shoving U s
displeasure.
1____ Agree
2_____ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.7

h.

It seens like good health is getting acre expensive all of tha CC.8
tins.
1
dares
2
Disperse
3
Undecided

5.

Ifyou velt long enough you can get over aoat any illness.
1
Aarea
2_____ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.9
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6.

Lift on this ssrth isn't ss l^ortant as lift after death.
1
dares
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.10

7.

The nodical profeeelou is shoot tha highest calling a nan can
hare in this country.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.ll

8.

Doctors ask you to cane back for azaaiaatlons shea you really
don't need to.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

0C.12

9*

Sous of the old fashioned rsnediee arc still better then the
things you get at the drugstore.
1
Aar—
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.13

10.

People really can't do much about their health; it's either
good or bed no natter shat they do.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.lb

11.

It's a lot better for the average person to put his nooey in
sonethlng safe, such as a bank or gouaraeaat bonds.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.15

12.

I'n scared everytlae I go to see a doctor.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.16

13.

I've had to work hard for ererything I've gotten in life.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.17

lb.

Personal health is largely a natter of a persons choice aad
strong vill power.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.18

15*

The trouble with going into business is that you're wary
likely to lose whatever you're saved over the years.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.19

16.

If I could avoid it, I'd Just as soon stay away froa doctors.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.20

17*

Whan one's tine is up, there's nothing he can do about it.
3
Undecided
1
Agree
2___ Disagree

CC.21

18.

Ood isn't very concerned over Just one sick person.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.22

19*

Once you've had heart disease your days are nuabered.
1
Agree
2___ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.23

20.

All that hospitals care about is your aonsy.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.2b
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21.

Moat people v o o U not rlalt a doctor If they didn't have
health insurance.
1
Aar—
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

22. Doctors don't really care how aueh it's going to cost vhen
they give yon a prescription.
1
Agree
2
Disagree

3

CC.25

CC.26

Undecided

23.

It's pretty far-fetched for us to believe that ve can really
lick diseases like cancer and heart trouble.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.2T

2k.

The average individual v i U find it too expensive to go to
the hospital if he didn't have the Manitoba Hospital Services
Plan.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.28

25.

Poor people seas to get poorer and have less as tine goes on.
2
Disagree
3
Undecided
1____ Agree

CC.29

26.

Fluoridation of enter seaas like a pretty dangsrous thing to
do.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.30

27. Most of tha things that doctors tell you to do really don't
have anch to do vlth getting veil.
1
Agree
2
Disagree

3

CC.31

Obdeclded

28.

Hard vork still counts for nore than all of the nsv ideas you
can learn in collage.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.32

29.

Parsons vlth health insurance visit a doctor nore often than
those vithout insurance.
1
Agree
2_____ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.33

30.

My outlook towards life is definitely different from nost of
ay friends.
1
Agree
2_____ Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.3t

31. People sensed to enjoy life acre vhen they worked vlth their

CC.35

hands instead of a lot of war hi aery.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3

Undecided

32.

It's a good thing that aoat people get veil aayvay or doctors
would be out of business.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.36

33.

It is vary difficult for as to adjust to people vlth
backgrounds different froa nine.
1
Agree
2
Disagree
3
Undecided

CC.37
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3k*

Ood cipwta * m o to vork hard la this Ufa.
1
Aar—
2
Dlaaaree
3
Undecided

CO. 38

35*

Quitting vort and ratirlng la a aura njr to ehorten jour
Ufa.
1
Anree
2
Dlaaaree
3
Undecided

CC.39

36.

Iba beet kind of doctor la one who la a frlaad of tha family
and k n o w all about you*
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.kO

37*

A aaa eaa ba happy at aay job If ha aata hia alad to It.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Oadaeldad

CC.kl

38.

I do thlnga baoauaa of vhat ay faally thlaka.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Padacldad

CC.k2

39*

Iba doctor'a office doaaa't aaaa to ba the aaaa comfortable
place to go that It uaed to ba.
1
Agree
2
Dlaagree
3
Oadaeldad

CC.k3

kO.

Borrowing aoaay for alaoat aay raaaoa aarar aaaaa to pay off.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.kk

kl.

I do not have aany frlaoda outaide of ay neighborhood.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Oadaeldad

CC.k5

k2.

Moat of tha polltlclaaa aad bualaaaaaaa really don't care
vhat happena to tha little gay.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Oadaeldad

CC.k6

k3.

laadgrants are forced to accept Canadian aociety.
1
Agree
2_____ Dlaagree
3
Padacldad

CC.k7

kk.

Moat of tha doetore nowadaye aaaa to order you around aa If
you vara a little child.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.kS

k5.

Moat of tha new government prograaa dealing vlth poverty
really don't help anybody vary aach.
1
Agree
2_____ Dlaagree
3
Padacldad

CC.k9

k6.

8oaa of tha cuetoae of tha old country are batter.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.50

k7.

I never need to taka all tha medicine the doctor preaerlbee.
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.51

k8.

People from ethnic groupe are looked down upon by othera In
(lama of City).
1
Agree
2
Dlaaaraa
3
Undecided

CC.52

k9.

The doctor talla you to taka time off from your job If you
are alck even though he kno w you can't afford to.
1
Agree
2_____ Dlaagree
3
Undecided

CC.53
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THK r O L L O m O QDBTZ0R8 ARB ABOUT WHAT 80BT OT
PBOPLB TOU ARI. H g B M T O U R g f —
1.

WO are the sort of people vho . . .
Too lo

T

___ _ ___

talk things over vlth friends and relatives
boforo so doelds Important things.

____ ___ hallora In hooping going even if vo don't fool
voll.
_ ___
___ _ ___

stlek to tho solid, old-fashioned vngr of lifo.

CC.5*
CC.55
CC.56

don't dopond on doctors for every llttlo illnoso CC.5T

__ _____ hslisTO that Qod takas ears of thoso vho
holloro in Hia.

CC.56

_ ___

bailors In haring hoalth insuraneo to pay part
of oar nodical costs.

CC.59

_ ___

don't stay in bod Just bocanso tho doctor tolls
us to.

CC.60

_ ___

fool that tho doctor knovs vhat is boot for us.

CC.61

_____ __ ___ bailors that Ministers and doctors arc "called"
to tholr professions by sons special power.

CC.62

_____

don't croato a disturbance In tho coastalty
Just because things aren't handled right.

OC.63

__ _____ Just want to bo lot alone by our neighbors.

CC.6k

_____

_ ___

_ ___

wouldn't like to lire in the city vhare you
don't know anyone.

CC.65

____ ____ __

take care of oursalrea in tines of trouble.

CC.66

__ ____ are good friends vlth our doctor and dentist.

CC .67

bollore that a college education is necessary
to got rary far in tho world.

CC.68

_ ___ would rather pay big doctor bills than taka a
chance on getting seriously ill.

CC.69

___ _ ___

_____ __ _____ are really concerned that we hare all of the
right things in our diet.

CC.70
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baliara that this world is truly full of
trouhlos and that tha aoact oas « U 1 ba hattar.

CC.71

baliara that tha awarafs Individual doasn't
hara anoh to aay about vhat will hajpaa to
hia.

CC.72

THE POLLOVDP QJT I OBB AM D U M P TO B I I OB CUMirr
u d i y e d u a l b nr t h e studi nr yarxods v a i b . to d w i l l ■ o n

M i m a mb mb w

ana a ms wgrftflS. th

UFOBMATIOD THAT TOD 0IT1 U8 WILL HOT HE AYAXLAHLK TO
A R O n FOR AIT REASOV. IT IB T B ! IMPCBTABT THAT THE H FORMATIQB TOD GIVE OB 18 ACCDEATE. OTHEEHlfll THE B O O R S
nr OOP DATA VIII. T H D TO H A D TO IECQRRECT OOBCU78IOIS.
PLEASE HELP US BT O I Y U G AS ACCORATE HPOHMATXQI AS TOO
CAR._________________________ ____ ___________

1.

Vhat la tha last yaar of sahool attandad ty all adult aaabara
of your faally prasantly living at hoasT
Haad of Faally:

1 2 3 M

DC. 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Collaga 1 2 3 b
DC.6

.......

1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Collaga 1 2 3 b

Grown Childran:

1 2 3 b ; 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Collaga 1 2 3 b

Grown Childran:

1 2 3 b ; 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 Collaga 1 2 3 b

Grown Childran:

1 2 3 b 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Collaga 1 2 3 b

DC.7

2.

Vhat waa tha faally incoaa last yaar (Adjustad Oroaa Incoaa )T
1
3
b
5
6

3.

Balov $3500
$3500 to $5000
Datwaan $5000 aad $6000
Batuaan $6000 and $7000
Batwaan $7000 and $10,000
0war $10,000

DC.8

DC.9
DC.10

Vhat was tha prlneipla occupation of tha faally haad during
this last yaarf
DC. 11

b.

If othar naatara of tha faally had paraanawt or Mai paraanant Jobs, what wara thayt

DC. 12
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5.

Do you own land or raal aetata:
1

Taa

DC.13

How aneh: (approadaately)
(Value?)

DC.lt

2____ Ho
6.

How Ions ha** you lirad at your praaant addraaat
1

laaa than one yaar
one to two yaara
3
three to four yaara
k
firm to saran yaara
5____ eight to tan yaara
j mra than tan yaara

2

(it n vroxrao skip to q u s n o v 10. quisn osa 7, 8,
AID 9 ARK TO BS USED OIL! OUTBID! 07 V U H P H 0 . )•

7. Would you call youraelf a faraar?
1

Taa

_
2___ lo

(If "Tea")

Vhat portion of your incoaa darlToa
froa faraing?
_
1___ 0-2t*
3_____ ?0-7W
_
2___ 25-t9*
t______75-100*

DC.16

DC. 17

(If "lo",
to to Question 10)

8. Vhat do you eatlaate tha ralue of your f a m to baT (approodnataly) ___________________________________________________

DC.18

9. Doaa tha fsra have a aortgage?
1

Taa

(If "Tea")

2___ lo
_
10.

Approadnataly whatla tha alaa of
tha nortgagaf
_________________________________

DC.19
DC.20

Are any nanhara of your faally now following doctor's orders
for any reaaonf
1

Taa

_
2___ lo

(If "Tea")

Vhat kind of ordaraT
1
Takes Medicine regularly
_
2___ Diet
3
Can't work too hard (no violent
exercise)
b
dolt or cut down on awaking
5
Taka rltaains
6
Regular hours (enough sleep)
7
Othar Vhat?___________________

DC.21

DC.22

(If "lo", go to Question #12)

SQUXBTI0I8 7, 8, AID 9 V B I DOT A S K P H
Tha Paa.

Churchill Area or Tlln Tlon/
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11.

Please explain briefly vhat you oust do under doctor's orders. DC. 2b

12.

Being just as objeetis* about yourself as you eaaf boo elosoly
do you follow tho doctor's ardors?
DC. 25
1
2
3
b
5

13.

DC.26

Zf seasons also in your fully oust folios doctor's ardors,
do you saa to it that it gats dona?
1
2
3
4
5

lb.

Hardly at all
Paly part of tho tine
Fairly soil
Most of tho tins
I folios orders "to tho lottor"

Hardly at all
Only part of tho tins
Fairly soil
Most of tho tins
I soo to it that thsy folios orders "to tbs latter"

Would you toll oo sary briefly shat there 1s about your
doctor and dentist that you particularly like or dislike.

WILL, THAT'S ALL OF T P qpMTIOHB. T H A U TOU"
▼BIT MUCH FOB TOUR TIME. THB A M M B B TOU HATE
QXVBI MB WILL HBtf VEIT MJCB XV U1DIB8ZA1DIBQ
SOME OF THE IDEAS PEOPLE HAVE ABOUT HEALTH AID
THE C U D S OF HEALTH PRACTXCK THET USE. HE
REALLT APPRECIATE TOUR HP*.__________________

DC. 27
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T A B U B.l

T A B U TOR RATHO OCCOPATIOI

Occupation level

Occupation

Upper

Lawyers, doctors, etc.

Upper middle

High-actaool teacher, nurse, etc.

Middle

Orade-school teacher, cleric, etc.

Lover middle

Stenographer, foreman, etc.

Upper lover

Carpenter, fireman, etc.

Lover

Semi-skilled marker, truck driver,
etc.

Lover lover

Heavy labor, janitor, etc.

Retired
Bo occupation
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TABLE B.2

TABLE FOR FAMILY LIFE CYCLE

-i«2--- ----------------- --------Young
(under

Liring With Spouao [Children

Vo

8pouae Gone

yooro)

Mlddlo

(VO65
yoero)

Old
(over

65
yeore)

Children
Bo
children
I m r Married
Chlldron
hiring VIth Spouao Bo ehlldron
Chlldron
Bo ehlldron
8pouao Oono
Chlldron
Bo
ehlldron
Error Narrlod
Chlldron
Bo chlldron
Liring Vlth Spouar Chllflrffi
io children
Spouao Oone
Children
Bo ehlldron
Error Marrlod
Sillren

L
1
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T A B U B.3

TABLE OF QIUI8TI0E8 FOR
HEALTH UFOHMATIOV

Bar* you road a — |ii1n» article or newspaper story la tbs last tbrss
■oaths that talked about aay dlssassT
1
2
3

k

Iona
Qua
Two or tbrss artlelss
Sersrml artlelss

Would you tall mm soMthiag about tbs article (or oas of tbs artlelss )f
1
2
3

Uaabls to rsoall aaythlag about tbs artlels
Had ■1n1ual laforaatloa about tbs artlels
Was artleulats about tbs artlels

Caa you tall aa i o m of the sysptous that a psrsoa has If ha has heart
disease!
1
2
3

Bone
Bather of sy^to— correct
Hf b s r of syptosw lneorrset
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TAHLK h.k

TABLK OF qCTWIOiB FOR
ATTITUDI TOWARD KDUCATIOI

Tou ean laarn ware by working at a job than by attending a university
It'a pretty far-fetched for oa to bailor* that v* ean raally lick diaaaaaa
Ilka eaacar and haart troubla
Hard writ atill eoonta for nore than all of tb* nav ldaaa you ean laarn
in college
Fluoridation of water seaas lika a pretty dangerous *hing to do
W* are the aort of people who
...ballera that a college education la necessary to gat wary far in
tb* world
...ballera that niniatara and doetora are called to tbair profaaalona
by s o m special power
...stick to the solid, old-fashioned way of life
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T A B U B.5

T A B U OR «H0TXOH8 FOR
AXTFRnS TOHABD DOCTORS

Doctors aad Intista boikar at paraoa about paying their bill aore t h u
any other business paofla la toon
Tho nedlcal profession is about tha highest calling a ana aaa bar* la
thla country
Doetora aak you to cone baek for eras!nations ahan you Aoa't rally aaaA
to
I'a aearod every tlno I go aoa a doctor
If I could avoid it. I'd Juet aa aoaa stay sway froaa doetora
Doctor's don't really care hoar naah lt'a going to ooot ahaa they give you
a praacrlption
Hoot of tha things that doetora tall you to do really don't hare arch to
do vlth getting vail
It's a good thing that aost people got vail aayuay or doetora vould be
out of business
Tha best hind of a doctor ia one vho is a friend of tha fbuily aad kaovs
all about you
Tha doctor's office doesn't aeou to be tha sera coarfortahle place that it
used to be
Host of the doctors noondays aeou to order you around aa if you vere a
little child
I never need to take all tha nedleine the doctor prescribes
The doctor tells you to take tine off frou your Job if you are sick even
though ha kaova that you can't afford to
We are the aort of people ubo
...don't depend on doetora for every little Illness
...don't stay in bed just beoanee the doctor tells us to
.. .feel that the doctor kaova vhat is bast for us
.. .are good frieuds vlth our doctor aad dentist

.sould rather pay high doctor bills than tako a ohaaea on getting
seriously 111
.ballera that ministars aad doctors arc "called" to their
professions ty sees special poser
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TAHLS B.6

TABLK OF 9PT I 0 M FOR
P O U R U B B ATTITUDE

So o m of tho old-fashioned rowdies are still better tbsa the things joe
get at the drugstore
People reallj ese't do w e h about their health; it's either good or bad
no setter shat thaj do
Peraooal health is largely a setter of a person's choioi and strong will
power
When one's tine is up, there's nothing that he ean do about it
Once you're had heart disease your days are nwibered
Poor people sees to get poorer and hare less as tlse goes on
It's a good thing that sost people get sell anyvay or doctors would be
out of business
Most of the politicians and businesassa really don't care what happens to
the little gay
Most of the new gmrirrnwnt progrw s dealing with porerty really don't
help anybody wary such
We are the sort of people who
.. .bellere that the arerage indiridnal doesn't hare such to say about
what will happen to than
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TAHLI B.7

TAILS 07 QUg T IO— 70S
PAROCHIAL AXT1T0DS

Sons of tho old-fashloood rsasdloo ars still bettor than ths things pen
get st ths drug stors
I't o had to work hard for everything I've gotten la

Ilfs

Ths trouhls vlth gelag Into hoslnsss Is that you'revery likely to loss
vhatsvsr you've saved ovsr ths yssrs
Hard work still counts for worm than all of ths nsv Idsas you esn l o a n
In college
fluoridation of vatsr seaas llks a prstty dangerous thing to do
It's a lot bsttsr for ths average ysrssn to put his asnay In so— th1ng
safe, such as a hank or governnent hands
A nan could bs happy at any Job If ho sots his nlnd to it
Psopls soon to enjoy lifs nors vhsn thsy vorksd vlth thsir hands Instsad
of a lot of naehlnsry
We ars ths sort of psopls vho
...stick to tha solid, old-fashioned vay of lifs
.. .wouldn't llks to lira In ths elty vbsro you don't knov anyone
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